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About this Book
The digital camera has revolutionized photography, especially for
the home user. Now anyone can edit, enhance and print their
own photographs at home, present them in a slide show or use
the Internet to share them with friends anywhere in the world.
Digital cameras have a "point and click" automatic mode so you
don't need to worry about manual settings such as exposure,
etc., although these are still available if you want to use them.

This book starts by discussing various types of camera, from the
cheapest Compact camera through to the more expensive DSLR
models. The memory card at the centre of all digital cameras is
described, as well as the necessary computing equipment.
Downloading the essential Windows Live Photo Gallery software,
available free from the Internet, is also described.

The deleting of unwanted images and the selection of the images
you wish to import to your computer are then discussed. Various
programs are available within Microsoft Windows for viewing
images on a computer, singly and in slide shows and these are
described. Then follows a detailed description of the easy to use
organising, viewing and editing facilities of the Windows Live
Photo Gallery. The Windows Paint program is also discussed.

A later chapter describes how photos can be printed at home or
at one of the many commercial printing companies. Sending of
photos around the world using e-mail or photo sharing Web sites
is also described. The final chapter shows how the Windows
Explorer program can be used to organise and manage your
photos in folders and create secure backup copies on a CD.

Windows XP users may wish to read the brief notes at the end of
the book, which describe some slight differences between XP
and the two latest versions, Windows Vista and Windows 7.

By the same author as the best-selling and highly acclaimed
"Computing for the Older Generation" (BP601) and "Getting Started in
Computing for the Older Generation - Windows 7 Edition" (BP717).
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Conventions Used in this Book
Words which appear on the screen in menus, etc., are shown in
the text in bold, for example, Print Preview.

Certain words appear on the screen using the American
spelling, such as Disk Cleanup for example. These are used
where the text refers to words displayed on the screen.

Mouse Operation
Throughout this book, the following terms are used to describe
the operation of the mouse:

Click

A single press of the left-hand mouse button.

Double-click

Two presses of the left-hand mouse button, in rapid succession.

Right -click

A single press of the right-hand mouse button. Used to display
context -sensitive menus.

Drag and Drop

To transfer a file or folder to a new folder or disc drive, select
the file or folder and, while keeping the left-hand button held
down, drag the object until it is over the destination folder or
disc drive, which will appear highlighted. Release the mouse
button to complete the process. If you drag with the right button
held down, a menu appears allowing you to either Copy or
Move the object. Move deletes it from its original location.

Further Reading
If you enjoy reading this book and find it helpful, you may be
interested in a companion book by the same author, An
Introduction to the Internet for the Older Generation
(BP711) from Bernard Babani (publishing) Ltd and available
from all good bookshops.
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Getting Started
Advantages of Digital Photography
Recent years have seen a huge rise in the popularity of the
digital camera, together with the widespread use of home
computers. As a result, millions of people now enjoy producing
their own good quality prints, without specialist knowledge or
expensive photographic equipment. This is particularly valuable
for older people (including myself) who may have more time to
record special family occasions or take photographs of holidays,
landscapes or memorable gardens, for example. Digital
photography using a computer has many advantages compared
with the traditional film camera, including the following:

Digital photographs are cheaper and can be printed
immediately within the comfort of your own home, using
an inexpensive inkjet photo printer.

Photographs can be checked before printing and any
unwanted images easily deleted from the camera.

Images can be edited on the computer to improve the
quality or may be 'cropped" to remove surplus material.

You can use the Internet to share your photos with
friends and family anywhere in the world. This includes
attaching photos to e -mails, or posting to one of the
photo -sharing Web sites such as F ickr or Facebook.

Using a computer, your photos can be arranged in

albums, viewed as a slide show or displayed on a
screen via a projector, to illustrate a talk or discussion.

Many digital cameras can also make video recordings.

All of the work in this book can be done using the
Windows Live Photo Gallery software, available free for
users of Microsoft Windows XP, Vista and Windows 7.



1 Getting Started

Types of Digital Camera
The Compact Camera
A few years ago the cheapest digital cameras cost several
hundred pounds, putting them out of reach of many people.
Nowadays some very capable digital cameras can be obtained
for under £50: as shown below on the right these small devices
fit easily into the palm of your hand and are known as Compact
cameras. Despite their price they are more than capable of
producing good quality photographs quickly and easily. They are
also easy to use, with automatic settings allowing you to simply
"point and click" - although manual settings are also available.

The DSLR Camera
By spending upwards of £300 you could buy a Digital Single -

Lens Reflex camera, more like those used by pro'essionals. The
DSLR camera has interchangeable lenses for different purposes.
such as long-distance wildlife photos or close-ups of flowers.The
DSLR (and its predecessor the SLR film camera) can take lots of
images repeatedly at high speed and displays on the screen or
viewfinder an exact preview of the finished photograph - not
always true with the Compact camera.

Compact Camera
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Getting Started 1

The Bridge Camera
There is a range of cameras of increasing sophistication between
the two extremes of the cheapest Compact camera and the
DSLR just discussed. These include the Advanced Compact, the
Compact System, and the Bridge camera. These cameras have
extra zoom and other advanced features; the Compact System
also has interchangeable lenses like the DSLR. The Bridge
camera has one fixed ens which may have 20x to 30x zoom
capability. Zoom enables the camera to photograph distant
objects and is discussed in more detail in the next chapter.
Typical prices for these mid -range cameras are £150-£400.

Shown below is an Olympus SP800 Bridge camera. At the time
of writing this popular camera was available on the Internet from
various suppliers at prices ranging from £210-£250. The
advertised specification included "14MP, 30x Wide Optical Zoom,
3.0 inch LCD". The terms MP and Optical Zoom are explained in
the next chapter. 3.0 inch LCD refers to the size of the small
screen on the back of the camera used to set up a shot, view
and, if necessary delete, saved photographs. The screen also
displays the menus used to set up and operate the camera.

Bridge Camera

3



1 Getting Started

Memory Cards
One of the main features of the digital camera which
distinguishes it from the traditional film camera is the use of a
removable memory card on which hundreds or even thousands
of photographs can be stored. It is a type of
flash memory, on which data can be
repeatedly written, deleted and rewritten
electronically. The memory card may be
included with the camera or may have to be
bought separately. There are several types
of memory card, such as the popular
SanDisk SD card shown on the right.

There are numerous quick and easy ways to copy the images
from the memory card to a computer, as discussed later. Then
they can be saved on the computer's hard disc or stored on a CD
to create a permanent, virtually indestructible archive.

Memory cards can be bought from many high street stores, with
capacities ranging from 1GB (gigabyte) up to 16GB or even
32GB. A card of 2GB costing about £4 or one of 8GB costing £8
upwards (depending on the specification) should be more than
adequate although you may also wish to have a few spare cards.

As the cards can be used repeatedly by deleting images and
recording new ones, backup copies of photos should be made on
your computer's hard disc and better still on a CD -R or DVD-R.

Once stored in the computer the images can be improved by
editing, printed on photo paper or shared with other people all
over the world by sending across the Internet. All of these
methods are discussed in detail later in this book.

As well as the memory card, a digital camera may also have
some internal memory on which a few photos can be stored.

Jargon Note: A typical photo might be 3MB (3Megabytes)
in size. 1GB (Gigabyte) is a thousand Megabytes. So an
8GB card could quite easily hold over 2000 photographs.
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Getting Started 1

Batteries
Batteries are a major consideration with digital cameras,
especially for long trips or holidays away from home. Power is
used by the digital camera to illuminate the small screen on the
back of the camera, to power the zoom lens and to transfer
photos to a computer, as discussed shortly.

Some cheaper digital cameras are supplied with standard AA
batteries obtainable anywhere, but these are very quickly
exhausted. To replace them you can buy some rechargeable AA
batteries such as NiCad or NiMH. It's worth having a spare set
and obviously a battery charger, costing a few pounds.

Rechargeable lithium ion (or Li -ion) batteries as
shown on the right are now standard on many
cameras because of their longer life. The lithium ion
battery uses a special charger, as shown below. The
charger is normally included with a new camera.

Apart from batteries, some digital cameras, such as the Olympus
range, also have an optional mains
adaptor. This is useful when
"downloading" images from your
camera to a computer, a process
heavy on battery power. rr
USB Cable
The package should include a cable to connect the camera to
one of the USB ports cn the computer, to enable images to be
transferred and saved on the computer, as discussed shortly.
Most modern computers have several of the small rectangular
USB ports (like the two shown on the right) which are used to
connect various peripheral devices such as
printers and flash drives. If you don't have a
vacant USB port, you can buy a cheap
adaptor containing several additional ports.

5



1 Getting Started

The Computer
Any computer made in the last few years will be quite capable of
managing and printing your digital photographs. The two main
types of computer are the IBM PC compatible and the Apple
range, including the MacBook and the iPad. The PC is the most
commonly used computer throughout the world and technical
support and spares and accessories are readily available
everywhere. Apple products are renowned for their quality and
innovative features but they are relatively expensive. This book
has been produced using a PC computer and is particularly
suitable for users of the Microsoft Windows XP, Vista and
Windows 7 operating systems.

Laptop or Desktop

Nowadays the small laptop computer has the power, and
performance equivalent to much larger desktop machines. The
laptop is a good choice for digital photography work. With its 15in
diagonal screen you can display your photographs clearly; the
portability means you can work on photographs anywhere in your
home. This portability also means you can take the laptop away
from home, perhaps to show photographs to friends or illustrate a
talk using a projector. A capable
laptop can now be bought for under
£300; you might also consider the
smaller and cheaper Netbook
computer with a typical screen size
of 10 inches (measured diagonally).
Modern laptops have the USB ports
needed to connect a camera or
card reader. Some laptops also
have a built-in card reader to transfer photographs
without connecting the camera to the computer.

Methods of copying photographs from the camera to the
computer are discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

directly,
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Getting Started 1

The Printer
For the home user printing digital photographs, there are lots of
inexpensive inkjet printers (some of which are called "photo"
printers) for as little as £50 upwards. Even the cheaper printers
can produce good qLaity prints, especially if you use special
glossy photo paper. The Achilles heal with some inkjet printers is
that a set of genuine ink cartridges can cost nearly as much as
the printer itself. It's worth shopping around on the Internet for
replacement cartridges also consider "compatible" products
rather than "genuine" ones from the printer manufacturer. You
can also buy refill kits to replenish empty cartridges.

The latest multi -function printers (often shortened to MFP) can
also act as photo -copiers and
scanners. Shown on the right is a
multi -function inkjet printer from
Brother and there are competing
models from all of the major printer
manufacturers such as Hewlett
Packard (HP), Canon, Epson and
Lexmark, etc. If you have a wireless
network you can print from
anywhere in your home and in

addition special wireless printers
don't even need to be attached by a cable to a computer.

Scanning a Photographic Print

The scanning facility is useful if you have a photograph on paper
which you want to edit, enhance or send across the Internet, etc.
The scanner "digitises" the photograph, i.e. converts it into a
digital photograph consisting of millions of binary digits (Os and
1s) suitable for input to the computer. The new digital photograph
is then saved as a file in the computer where it can be edited and
managed in various ways as described throughout this book. You
can also buy dedicated scanners which are not part of a printer.

7



1 Getting Started

Software for Managing Digital Photographs
A new digital camera usually has a CD or DVD containing
software for managing photographs. Or you can buy software
such as Adobe Photoshop Elements, the hcne user version of
Adobe Photoshop, used by professionals in photography and
publishing. Programs like this have tools allowing you, for
example, to enhance an image or modify it in various ways.

However, Microsoft provides its own free photographic software
for use with their Windows operating systems. This book features
the Windows Live Photo Gallery, shown below, which contains
everything you need to get the most out of your photos. The
Photo Gallery is available free for users of Windows XP, Vista
and Windows 7 and is discussed in detail later in this book. Other
Windows software useful for digital photography includes
Windows Paint and Windows Photo Viewer discussed later.

M1...'r - W.ndoas
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Getting Started 1

Functions of Software for Managing Photos
Some of the main functions of the software needed to manage
and process photographs in a computer are listed below These
tasks are described in the remainder of this book, using the
software provided with, or freely available for, Microsoft Windows
XP, Vista and Windows 7.

Manage the selection and transfer of photographic
images from the camera to the computer.

Permanently save the images as files on the computer,
in various formats for different purposes.

Organise the photographs into libraries, albums or
folders so that they can easily be retrieved.

Edit the images to enhance the quality, e.g. by adjusting
the brightness or contrast or by removing undesirable
effects such as "red eye".

Further edit the images by "cropping" to remove
unwanted background material, objects or people.

Display photographs individually on the screen or as a
slide show.

Display movies created using a digital camera, including
sound and video.

Output images from the computer to various
destinations, such as a photo printer, an e-mail message
or a photo -sharing Web site.

Copy, i.e. back up, images to a CD/DVD to make a
secure archive of important or valuable photographs.

Reduce the size of the file representing the image saved
on disc, so that it can be sent more easily as an e-mail
attachment or posted to a Web site.

9



1 Getting Started

Downloading Windows Live Photo Gallery
The Photo Gallery is part of a suite
of programs known as Windows
Live Essentials. If it's already
installed on your computer the
program will appear in the Start/All
Programs menu, as shown on the
right. Otherwise, you can download a free copy of the Windows
Live Photo Gallery after entering the following into the Address
Bar of a Web browser program such as Internet Explorer:

http://explore.live.com

) Windows Live Mail

:4 Windows Live Messenger

a, Windows Live Movie Maker

4P Windows Live Photo Gallery

Windows Media Center

Windows Live Photo Gallery 2011

Olkal

f
Import pholos from OW UMW. organut them ..o albums and

photo tothem to they look thee bed use yomerful tools to411 mkt

ready to tart publish your photos and**. to your trate
stunemg panoramas mosses side snows and more. Vrtn you re

. rebut.. lire/rebook tad flitkr *way front Photo Galen

ime
111

Photos made fun

Share photos and videos online Find the photos you're looking for

1^syv- ^-a

nig
Make photos look gi e

Allow the cursor to hover over the word Essentials, then from the
resulting drop -down menu click Great photos: Photo Gallery.
Next click the Download now button shown above and make
sure the Photo Gallery is included in the download. After a few
minutes, you will be asked to restart the computer to complete
the process. Windows Live Photo Gallery should now appear in
the Start/All Programs menu as shown at the top right above.

A separate version of the Photo Gallery for Windows XP can be
downloaded from this Web site.
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2

The Digital Camera
Introduction
The digital camera is very easy to use as a "point and click"
device. However, there are still a few control dials and buttons
you need to be familiar with to start taking photographs. Shown
below is the front view of a typical Compact camera

Self-timer-AMON Control lamp

Strap eyelet AF sensor Flash Microphone

Lens barrier Lens

Remote control receiver

The above camera is switched on and off by moving the Lens
barrier; alternatively a separate on/off switch is often located on
the top of a camera. If the camera is not used for a few minutes
it may go into standby mode to save power. You can usually exit
standby mode by switching the camera back on or by gently
pressing the shutter Dutton. The shutter button is used to take
photos and is shown on the diagram on the next page.

The flash unit can be set to auto mode so that extra light is
automatically supplied whenever necessary.



2 The Digital Camera

The top view of a Compact camera shown below includes some
of the most important controls on a digital camera. The shutter
button is used for taking a photograph. On the right is the zoom
lever which allows you to photograph distant objects by moving
the lens outwards. This is known as optical zoom and is

discussed in more detail shortly. On some cameras the zoom
lever and the shutter button are combined into a single unit.

Power lamp

Mode dial Zoom lever
(Ni ":

In the diagram above, the lever position T represents the
Telephoto or "zoom in" setting used to capture distant objects. W
represents the Wide angle or "zoom out" setting.

Shooting Modes
You set the Mode dial shown above according to the type of
photograph being taken. For example, there is a fully automatic
mode for beginners, a macro mode for taking close-ups of
flowers, etc., and other modes for portraits and scenes such as
landscapes, sporting shots and video. The playback mode is
used to view the photos and videos you've already captured and
saved on your memory card. These are displayed on the small
LCD monitor on the back of the camera, as shown at the top of
the next page. These screens are typically about 3 inches wide.

12



The Digital Camera 2

Green lamp

Orange tamp

Viewfinder

AF target mark

LCD monitor

Card access
lamp

(Flash mode) button

(Macro/Spot) button

E] (Playback) button

OK/Menu button (*)

Unlike the traditional film camera, the photos you take on a
digital camera are immediately viewable on the monitor in

playback mode. So you can review what you've taken and, if
necessary, try to take some better ones. Any images you don't
want can easily be de eted using one of the buttons on the back
of the camera, usually marked with an icon representing a
rubbish bin. A memory card can be used repeatedly to save and
if necessary delete photographs. In playback mode you can use
the zoom lever to enlarge the image on the back of the camera.
If you zoom out as far as possible the monitor displays a gallery
of miniature images of the latest photos saved on the card.

The circular arrow pad shown
above and on the right is used
to scroll through the images as
you are playing them back. It is
also used to display the menus
which control the settings on
the camera. The arrow buttons
shown enable movement around the menu options and the
central OK button allows an option to be selected.

13



2 The Digital Camera

Resolution
This refers to the number of small pixels or picture elements
(small coloured squares) used to make up a photograph. Higher
resolution images can be enlarged and still retain their clarity: low
resolution images become "chunky" when enlarged.

The resolution is determined by a device in the camera known as
the CCD (charge coupled device). This, together with the
memory, replaces the film in the conventional camera. The CCD
is an image sensor which converts light from the subject of the
photograph into an image stored on the memory card.

A few years ago, a mid -range camera costing about £200 would
typically have a maximum resolution of 1600 x 1200 pixels, or
about 2 million pixels (2MP) (usually stated as 2 megapixels).
Nowadays a similarly priced mid -range camera might have a
resolution of 4288 x 3216 pixels or about 14 megapixels (14MP).

You can change the resolution using the menus on a digital
camera. The extracts from the Windows Explorer on the next
page show the details of two photographs immediately after
copying from a camera's memory card to a hard disc. The top
image was taken with the camera set at its maximum 14MP or
4288 x 3216 pixels. The lower image was taken with the camera
set at 2MP or 1600 x 1200. As discussed later, you can reduce
the resolution of a stored photograph using software such as
Windows Live Photo Gallery. The quality of low resolution
photographs may be quite acceptable for viewing on the Internet
or with an e-mail. However, high capacity memory cards are now
quite cheap, so the storage space occupied by high resolution
images is no longer such a big issue. The problem with high
resolution images is that at 3.00MB (megabytes) or more they
may be too big to send in an e-mail or to post on a Web site.

If you are not familiar with bits, bytes, megabytes, pixels,
etc., please see the notes on page 24.

14



The Digital Camera 2

Item type: JPE3 Image
Date taken: 26/06/2011 10:41 AM
Rating: Unrated
Dimensions: 4288 x 3216

RcseLSize: 3.00 MB

Title: OLYMPUS DIGITAL CAMERA

Item type JPEG Image
Date taken: 26106/201110:38 AM
Rating: Unrated
Dimensions: 1600 x 1200

ze: 823 KB
F1 Title: OLYMPUS DIGITAL 'CAMERA

15



2 The Digital Camera

Key Points: Resolution

Resolution is the number of pixels or dots used to make
up an image. Currently 14 megapixels (14MP) is typical.

Compared with lower resolution images, higher
resolution photos can be enlarged to a greater size,
without losing quality or becoming "pixellated" i.e.

showing the small coloured squares or pixels which
make up the image.

Images are saved as JPEG files (Joint Photographic
Experts Group) on the camera's memory card and on
the computer. JPEG is a very common format used to
store digital photographs.

A high resolution image (14MP, say) can easily have a
file size of 3MB (megabytes). This is a measure of the
space occupied on the memory card or hard disc, etc.

A low resolution image (2MP, say) might have a file size
of about 800KB. (1MB = 1024KB).

A 4GB (gigabyte) memory card can hold about 1200
high resolution images or several thousand low
resolution images. (1GB = 1024MB).

High resolution images may be too big or too slow to
send by e-mail or to post to Web sites. The camera can
be set to take photographs at a lower resolution using
the dials, buttons and menus on the back of the camera.

High resolution images already transferred from a

camera and saved on a computer can be reduced in
size prior to e -mailing using software such as Windows
Live Photo Gallery, discussed in detail later in this book.

Low resolution images (2MP say) may be quite all right
for small size prints (up to about 7" x 5") and for sending
in e -mails or on Web sites.

16



The Digital Camera 2

Optical Zoom
This is the ability of a camera to take close-up pictures of a
distant object. In a compact camera this is achieved by using a
small lever to move the lens in and out. In a DSLR camera, zoom
is altered by fitting different lenses and by rotating the lens to
produce outward or inward movement.

The cheapest compact cameras have an optical zoom of 3x
compared with 20x or 30x upwards in more expensive models.

You don't need to understand how these figures are calculated in
order to choose a digital camera; however, they are a measure
of the change in the focal length of the camera between extremes
of the zoom movement. The focal length is the distance between
the centre of the lens and a focal point on the camera. So a
camera with a focal length of 35mm (unextended) and a focal
length of 105mm (extended) would have an optical zoom of 3x.

The extreme positions of the zoom lever are
marked on the camera as T (telephoto or zoom
in) and W (wide angle or zoom out) as shown on ;
the right. The T position gives a narrow view of a - - -
distant object.; the W position emphasises the foreground and
makes the background seem more distart.

Digital Zoom
Not to be confused with optical zoom, this is often criticised by
experts because it refers to the camera using its own built-in
software to enlarge the centre of an image, unlike optical zoom
which takes a genuine close-up shot by physically moving the
lens. Digital zoom can be switched off on many cameras and
some experts recommend this. They prefer to wait until the image
has been transferred to a computer. Then the image can be
cropped to leave only the required area. This can then be
enlarged using the computer's software, such as the Windows
Live Photo Gallery, discussed later in this book.
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2 The Digital Camera

The Battery and Memory Card
These two essential components are often housed in the same
compartment. Access is gained by sliding away a small metal
cover at the bottom of the camera.

In the image shown on the
right, the metal cover has been
slid open and raised. The blue
object is the bottom edge of
the memory card. The silver
and black lithium ion battery is
shown to the right, held in

place by an orange plastic
lever. The black circle in the
upper centre is a threaded hole
to allow a tripod to be fitted to
the camera

Removing and Replacing a Memory Card

To remove the memory card gently press the card towards the
inside of the camera. The card springs out enough for you to
withdraw it with your fingers.

To replace a memory card, gently slide it into position until it

clicks into place. Do not apply undue force - tre card only fits
one way and should slip easily into place.

Although memory cards are now relatively cheap and can each
store hundreds or thousands of photographs, you'll probably
want to have separate cards for different purposes or to keep
one or two spares. An 8GB card capable of storing thousands of
images can currently be bought for under £8 (plus postage) if
you shop around the Internet.

It's a good idea to back up important photos to a secure medium
such as a CD-R/DVD-R, since images can easily be overwritten
or deleted from the memory card (or from a computer's hard disc
drive). Backing up photos in a secure archive is discussed later.
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The Digital Camera 2

Safeguarding Images on a Memory Card

A small tab on the side of an SD card
can be slid down to lock the card; with
the tab in the locked position, no more
images can be saved on the card and
existing ones can't be deleted. On the
card shown on the right, the locking
tab is about a third of the way down
the left-hand edge, to the left of the
name SanDisk. Obviously the tab will
need to be moved to the unlocked position
to save images in a camera .

Removing and Replacing a Battery

In some cameras the battery must be removed from the camera
for charging. In others, you charge the battery by simply
connecting the complete camera to a power point or to a
computer, using special cables provided with the camera.

You need to make sure the battery is fully charged before setting
off on a trip or on holiday. It's also a good idea to have at least
one spare battery in reserve. It's recommended that a battery is
discharged and recharged at regular intervals.

To remove the battery, slide away the thin metal cover, then
gently push aside the small plastic lever
or button. The battery should then
spring out sufficiently for you to remove
it completely. When refitting a battery
take care to match up the metal
contacts on the battery with those in the
body of the camera. A lithium -ion (or
more simply li-ion) battery is shown on
the right.

to start using it again
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2 The Digital Camera

Taking a Photograph
Enthusiastic amateurs and professional photographers who want
complete control over the camera may prefer to use the manual
settings for shutter speed or aperture size, etc., which control the
amount of light reaching the camera's image sensor. However,
using the "point and click" method with automatic controls should
give results which are more than satisfactory for most purposes.

Point and Click

Unless you're familiar with all the various settings on a camera,
set the mode dial in automatic or simple mode. First obtain the
required shot using the monitor, together with the zoom facility.
The zoom is controlled by a small lever on the top side of the
camera on the right. If necessary the camera can be held
vertically rather than horizontally. When you are satisfied with the
view, depress the shutter button half way. The camera
automatically focuses on the subject and adjusts the aperture
and shutter speed to give the optimum amount of light exposure.
Keep the shutter button in the half way position until a green light
appears; this means the focus and exposure are set. Now fully
depress the shutter button to take the photograph. The image is
automatically stored on the camera's memory card as a JPEG
file, as discussed earlier. After a second or two the camera is
ready to take another photograph, if necessary.

If you find difficulty in holding the camera steady, consider buying
a tripod costing £15 upwards. This will eliminate camera shake.

Reviewing a Photograph
Now set the camera to playback mode by turning the mode dial
or by pressing the playback button, usually marked with a
triangular "play" icon. Your latest photograph should appear on
the monitor, as shown on the next page. You can use the zoom
lever to zoom in and the arrow buttons to scroll the image in
playback mode. If you're happy with the image, re -set the mode
to automatic and you're ready to take some more photographs.
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The Digital Camera 2

Deleting an Image from the Memcry Card
If you don't wish to keep the image it can easily be oeleted with
the camera in playback mode. Press the delete button (usually
denoted by a picture of a dustbin). Then use the arrow keys to
move to Yes before pressing the MENU or OK button to delete
the image. Please note there are also options to delete multiple
images from the card or to delete all images on the card.

SELECT.
SET`i.1; MULTI/ALL 6
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2 The Digital Camera

Making a Movie with a Digital Camera
Compact digital cameras can record moving viceo and sound,
lasting from several minutes to about an hour. On some
cameras, video mode is selected using the movie icon on the
mode dial. To start filming, press the shutter button as if taking a
still photograph. To stop recording, press the shutter button
again. Some cameras use a separate video button to start and
stop filming.

The video can now be played back on the monitor or on a
television set. The video is saved as a file on the memory card
alongside those of the still images. After copying to a computer
the video can be viewed full screen in the Windows Media
Player, with controls for play, stop, pause and sound, etc., as
shown along the bottom of the screenshot below.
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The Digital Camera 2

Working With Photographic Images
Once you've taken your photographs and videos, you can review
them on the monitor on the back of the camera and delete any
you don't want. Otherwise the photographs will remain stored on
your camera's memory card until you physically delete them as
described earlier.

Once back at home yoi

View the pictures on a television screen (using a special
cable provided with the camera).

Alternatively, cornect your camera or memory card to a
special photo frame (a sort of electronic picture frame
with a remote control) allowing you to view your photos.

Download the pictures to your computer .

Save the pictures on your hard disc.

View them on the computer monitor.

Enhance and edit the pictures using digital editing
software such as the Windows Live Photo Gallery.

Print the pictures yourself on glossy photographic paper.

Send them over the Internet to a printing service like
Jessops and obtain high quality prints by post.

E-mail them to a fr end or relative.

Post the pictures onto a photo sharing Web site for
others to view, such as Flickr or Facebook, etc.

Organise and categorize the images into structured
folders and albums on the hard disc.

Archive the pictures securely and permanently by
backing them up on a CD or DVD.

The above topics are covered in more detail in the remaining
chapters of this book.
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2 The Digital Camera

Bits, Bytes and Pixels Explained
Some of the jargon associated with computing and digital
photography can be confusing but it's actually quite
straightforward, as the notes below attempt to show.

The digital camera and digital computer are so-called because
they represent their data (text, pictures, etc.,) electronically using
only the digits 0 and 1. These are known as binary digits or bits
for short. Binary means based on the number 2, rather than 10
as in the normal decimal system. Photos stored on the camera's
memory card as binary digits are in the correct format to be input
into a digital computer and saved on the computer's hard disc.

Bytes, etc.

Bits are normally handled in groups of 8 known as bytes. One
byte might represent a letter of the alphabet or the smallest
element of a photo, known as a pixel, as discussed below.

1 kilobyte (KB) is 1024 bytes.

1 megabyte (MB) is approx. 1 million bytes. (1,048,576)

1 gigabyte (GB) is approx. 1 billion bytes, (1,073,741, 824)

1 gigabyte is 1024 megabytes.

A typical photograph may be 3MB in size.

Memory cards range in capacity from 2 - 32GB.

Pixels

A pixel is a small square picture element, one of millions used to
make up a photographic image.

A black or white pixel consists of 8 bits or 1 byte.

A colour pixel consists of 24 bits or 3 bytes.

A megapixel (MP) is approximately one million pixels.
(1,048,576).

Modern cameras have a typical resolution of 14MP.

The resolution can be set at different levels, such as 2MP.
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3

Connecting the Memory
Card to a Computer

Introduction
The last chapter described the taking of photos and storing them
as image files on the memory card. Although you can have a
quick preview of them on the monitor on the back of the camera,
you'll probably want to do a lot more with them. Some of the
options for using the images on a memory card are as follows:

Connect the camera to a TV set and view the images,
slide shows and videos on the big screen. A special
cable for this should be provided with the camera.

Remove the memory card and insert it in a photo printer
to make immediate colour prints.

Remove the memory card and view the images n an
electronic photo frame.

Take the card to one of the photo processing companies
to have the imaces printed.

E-mail the photcs to an online printing service and have
your prints posted back to you.

Connect your camera or memory card to your computer
and save the images on your hard disc, where they can
be viewed, edited, printed, sent around the world on the
Internet and backup duplicate copies made for security.

This chapter looks at the way a digital camera and more
precisely its memory card can be connected to a computer and
treated as another disc drive. Then the photographs can be
viewed prior to storing copies on the hard disc drive, as
described in Chapter 4.
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3 Connecting the Memory Card to a Computer

Making the Connection
Built-in Card Reader

Many new computers and printers have a built-in card reader.
This is a slot or slots in the front of the computer or printer. A
brand new computer may be supplied with a dummy memory
card in the slot to keep it clean. Simply remove the card from the
camera as described in the last chapter and push it gently into
the card reader slot in the computer or printer. The computer will
automatically detect the card and present a menu of options for
importing the images to your computer. This is discussed shortly.

Downloading Via a USB (Universal Serial Bus) Port

Many computers built a few years ago don't have a built-in
memory card reader. However, as long as you have at least one
spare USB port on your computer, there are numerous methods
and cheap devices for transferring images to your computer. The
USB ports are usually on the side of a
laptop computer and on the front or back of
a desktop computer as shown on the right.

Adding Extra USB Ports

Apart from connecting cameras the USB ports are used for
attaching all sorts of devices to computers these days, such as
printers, external disc drives, flash drives, keyboards, and mice,
for example. So if you're running short of USB ports, you can buy
a cheap adaptor which converts a single USB port into several
more, as shown below.
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Connecting the Memory Card to a Computer 3

The USB Cable

Your camera should be supplied with a cable which connects the
camera via a small s of in the camera to a USB port on the
computer. This is probably the quickest method but it's not very
convenient if you want to look at several memory cards or your
camera's battery needs recharging.

As mentioned before, the computer will detect the camera when
it's switched on and you will be presented with a menu of
downloading options as discussed shortly.

Whenever you connect devices such as cameras, flash drives,
etc., the computer wil , if necessary, automatically install some
special software known as device drivers. Then the device, such
as a camera, will appear in the Windows Explorer, just like a
hard disc drive or CD/DVD drive, etc. This is discussed in more
detail shortly.
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3 Connecting the Memory Card to a Computer

External Card Readers

These are very handy if you don't
have a built-in card reader and
prefer to look at the photographs
with the memory card out of the
camera. This would be the case if
you have several different memory
cards and you wanted to browse
through them. Shown above on the
right is a card reader in the form of
a "dongle" which plugs directly into a USB port. An 8GB memory
card is shown inserted into the card reader above. This particular
card reader is designed to accommodate the popular SD memory
card but there are card readers to suit various other shapes and
sizes of memory card.

The Kingston card reader shown
on the right connects to the
computer using a USB cable.
There are various slots to

accommodate different memory
cards such as SD, CompactFlash
and Memory Stick.

After you insert the card reader
into a vacant USB port on the first occasion, the computer
detects it and installs the necessary software. The computer
searches an Internet resource known as Windows Update for the
correct "device driver" software, to enable the card reader to work
with your computer. In exceptional cases when installing a new
device, if a suitable driver can't be found by Windows, or you
don't have the manufacturer's software CD, log on to the Web
site of the manufacturer of the device. Then download the correct
driver for your particular version of Windows, such as XP, Vista
or Windows 7. It's usually a case of selecting the Support
section of their Web site and then selecting Download drivers.
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Connecting the Memory Card to a Computer 3

Examining the Memory Card
One of the advantages of connecting devices via a USB port is
that they can be "hot swapped", i.e. plugged in while the
computer is up and running. As soon as you connect the camera
or memory card reader, the device is quickly detected and the
memory card effectively becomes like another disc drive in the
computer. As shown on page 30, the Autoplay menu appears,
displaying a list of options for importing your photos to the
computer or viewing them on the screen. These are discussed in
detail shortly.

To see how the memory card appears on the
computer, click the Windows Explorer icon on the
Taskbar at the bottom left of the screen and shown
here on the right. Now select Computer from the left-hand side
of the Explorer window to display the various disc drives
connected to this computer.
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:10.0.

Removable Disk (F:)

"111111101 6 bee of 739 GE
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As shown above, apart from the hard drive (C:) and the DVD RW
Drive (D:), etc., the memory card has been assigned the name
Removable Disk (F:). In this case it is a 7.39GB card (nominally
8GB) most of which is still free.
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3 Connecting the Memory Card to a Computer

The AutoPlay Menu
After you've connected the complete camera or just the memory
card to the computer by one of the methods described earlier,
the computer detects the memory card and should very quickly
display the AutoPlay menu shown below.

AutoPlay

Removable Disk (F:)
%be
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Yee* 11110ft AutoPlay esition;m1doi

Opening the AutoPlay Menu

If the AutoPlay menu doesn't appear as shown above, click the
Windows Explorer icon shown on the right, found on
the Taskbar at the bottom left of the screen. Then
right -click the name or icon for the memory card in
the Windows Explorer. It will probably be labelled
Removable Disk (E:) or (F:).
From the menu which appears
click Open AutoPlay... as

shown on the right to display
the Autoplay menu.

Expand

Open as Portable Device

Open AutoPlay...
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Connecting the Memory Card to a Cc nputer 3

Viewing Photos in the Windows Explorer
As can be seen from the top of the AutoPlay menu, the CErnera's
memory card is designated Removable Disk (F:). The Autoplay
menu has various options to view or import photos to a computer.

Click Open folder to view files using Windows Explorer on the
Autoplay menu shown on the previous page to see how your
camera has saved your photos as files in folders on the memory
card, displayed in the Windows Explorer, as shown below.

00'
t Computer Removable Desk (R)

File Eat View Took Help

Organize .4, Open Share with Burn New folder

i4' Favontes

;41 Lobranes

Documents

MUSK

I

DB

The folder DCIM contains the photos and double clicking this
shows that there are two sub -folders 103_PANA and 1040LYMP
as shown below. (This card has been used in a Panasonic and
an Olympus camera, each creating their own folder).

 Computer r Removable Disk (F:)  DCIM r

File Edit View Tools Help

Organize 

Favontes

4 Libraries

Share with New folder

103_PANA

10401YMP

If you now double-click the PANA folder, the images on the
memory card taken with the Panasonic camera are displayed, as
shown on the next page.
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At this stage the images are still on the memory card and have
not yet been copied to the computer's hard disc drive. The file
names such as P1030063.JPG were assigned by the camera:
these can be changed to more meaningful names as discussed
later. The letters .JPG represent the standard format used for
saving photographs as files on memory cards and disc drives.
These are also known as JPEG files, a format agreed by a
technical body known as the Joint Photographic Experts Group.

If you are already familiar with managing computer files, you
could right -click over one of the images and use the menu which
appears to carry out a variety of operations on the image such as
copying, deleting and renaming. These file management tasks
are discussed in Chapter 10 of this book.

The Memory Card as a General Storage Device

Although this book has only shown the memory card as a
medium for saving photographs in a digital camera, it is in fact a
versatile storage device. The memory card, when connected to a
computer, can be used like a disc drive, flash drive or CD-RW for
saving and deleting files such as text or music, for example.
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Connecting the Memory Card to a Computer 3

Viewing Photos in the Photo Gallery
The Autoplay menu shown below and cn page 30 has another
option allowing you tc view the images saved on the memory
card. Click View pictures using Windows Live Photo Gallery
as shown below.

ti
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The Windows Live Photo Gallery opens displaying the first
image on the card, as shown on the next page.

The above View pictures option is only available if you have
downloaded the free Windows Live Photo Gallery as described
on page 10 of this book. In the above AutoPlay menu, There is
also an option Organize and Edit using Adobe Photoshop
Elements. This won't appear unless you have installed the
Adobe Photoshop Elements program on your computer.
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3 Connecting the Memory Card to a Computer

As shown above the pictures are displayed one at a time in the
Photo Gallery window. The icons at the bottom r ght above and
shown enlarged below represent various ways of viewing the
images.

.94 m0

Reading from left to right, the first two icons allow you to display
the previous image and next image. The next two icons enable
the image to be rotated left and right. Clicking the red cross
deletes the current image. The icon in the middle representing a
screen launches a slide show which automatically displays all of
the images in sequence one at a time.

The icon on the right causes the photograph to be
switched between two sizes, actual size and the image
resized to fit the Photo Gallery window.

Finally the slider on the right above can be dragged using the
mouse to zoom in and zoom out of the image,
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CDnnectinq the Memory Card to a Computer 3

Connecting a Camera Phone
Many mobile phones include a

digital camera capable of taking
good quality photographs. The
phone itself may have the ability to
save and delete photos and e-mail
them to friends or post them to
social networking Web sites such
as Facebook or Twitter. However,
you might prefer to transfer copies
of photos to your computer, for
editing, printing or archiving to a
CD -R, etc.

Your digital phone package might include a cable to connect
your phone to a computer via a USB port as discussed earlier.

When you connect the phone to the computer using a USB cable
and switch on, the phone is detected. If the AutoPlay
menu appears, click one of the View options as
described earlier. Alternatively launch the Windows
Explorer, as shown below, by clicking its icon shown on the right
on the Windows Taskbar at the bottom of the screen.

Computer  BLACKBERRY (F:) BlackBerry 

Fie Edit View Tools Help

Organize Open !Aare with Burn New folder

' e,,,e
'el Computer
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podc ash 29/06/2010 208 PM File folder

nngtones 29/06/2010 208 PM File folder

videos 29/06/2010 2,08 PM File folder

voocenotes 29/06,2010 2 rt., "

Date moddied Type
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3 Connecting the Memory Card to a Computer

When you double-click the BlackBerry1pictures folder shown on
the previous page, the Windows Explorer shows the images
which have been saved on the phone, as shown below.
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In the above example, the images are displayed as Extra large
icons. This can be selected in the Windows Explorer from the
View menu on the menu bar as shown below.
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4

Copying Photographs and
Videos to a Computer

Introduction
The previous chapter showed various methods of connecting a
camera's memory card to a computer; also how to view the
photos on the computer screen while they are still on the card.
This allows you to decide which images you want to import to the
computer and to save permanently on the hard disc drive.

It should be pointed out that even when the images are saved on
your hard disc drive. they are not comoetely safe. For example,
folders on the hard disc drive can be accidentally deleted:
additionally a technical problem may require the hard disc drive
to be formatted or "w ped" and the software reinstalled. This
could mean the loss of your photographs - quite a disaster if
they record important events such as a wedd ng or social
occasion. Methods of making secure, duplicate backup copies of
important photographs are discussed later in this book.

The Windows opera:ing system makes it easy to copy your
images to a computer and save them on the hard disc drive. The
AutoPlay menu desc-ibed in the previous chapter has two
options for importing photographs and saving and organising
them in labelled folders and these are described shortly.

Alternatively it's not difficult to create your own system of named
folders and then sto'e photographs in them using "copy" and
"paste" in the Windows Explorer. This results in a more personal
system, making it easier to find and manage your photos. These
topics are covered in the remainder of this book.

Video clips are saved in a different file format but are copied
to the computer in exactly the same way as still photographs.



4 Copying Photographs and Videos to a Computer

Using Windows to Import Photographs
Connect the memory card to your computer, either in the camera
or using a memory card reader as discussed in the last chapter.
The AutoPlay menu should appear as shown below. If the menu
doesn't open automatically, it can be launched from the Windows
Explorer as described at the bottom of page 30.

AutoPlay c11E10

Removable Disk IF:)
%Iv

Always do this for pictures:

Pictures options

boort *Lys and videos
v using Windows

tifff Import *twos and *hos
usrq Windows twe Photo Gape -

air Vow pictures
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Click Import pictures and videos using Windows shown
above and the following window appears. You can insert an
optional tag such as Rome in this example. This will precede the
names of the photographs when they are saved as files on the
hard disc drive. Then click the Import button shown below.

i, Import Pictures and Videos

Tag these pictures (optional):

Rome

Import settings

oar

V

Import
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Import Pictures and Videos

Removable Disk (F:)

Importing item 29 of 63

Erase after importing

I Cancel

You are informed of progress as the copying of the photographs
proceeds. Clicking the Erase after importing check box, shown
above, causes the images to be deleted from the camera's
memory card. At the end of the copying process, the copies of
the images are stored by default in the folder CAUsersUim1My
Pictures on the hard disc drive as shown below.
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Each image was numbered previously by the camera as in 014
above and saved on the memory card as a .jpg file. The name
Rome was added as a Tag as shown on the previous page.
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4 Copying Photographs and Videos to a Computer

Checking the Saved Photographs
The photographs have now been copied to the hard disc drive
(C:). In order to work with them at a later date, such as viewing,
editing, printing or sharing with other people, you need
to be able to find them quickly and easily. Click the
Windows Explorer icon on the Taskbar at the bottom of
the screen, as shown on the right. Then click Libraries and
double-click the Pictures Library icon.

k Libraries k Pictures

File Edit View Tools Help

Organize v Share with v Slide show Burn New folder

* Favorites

'`," Libraries

Pictures library
Includes: 4 locations

2011-07-13 Rome

To examine the photographs just copied to the hard disc drive,
double-click the folder 2011-07-13 Rome. This displays all the
photographs as icons in the Windows
Explorer as shown with the file named Rome
043.JPG on the right. Click View on the menu
bar shown above to display the images as
icons in different sizes or to display details
such as file size, file type and date taken.

11.4
N gfes.

Rome 043JPG

Now the images are all copied to the hard disc
there are many ways they can be viewed,
organised and shared as discussed later in this book.

edited, printed,
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Using the Photo Gallery to Import Photos
The AutoPlay menu has an option, shown below, which allows
you to import the images using the Windows Live Photo Gallery.
(Details for downloading the free Photo Gallery software from the
Internet are given on page 10.)

AutoMiry

ilaiw
Removable Disk (F:)

Always do the for pictures:

Pictures ophois

Import oactures and videos

Import pictures and videos

When you click Import pictures and videos using Windows
Live Photo Gallery shown above, the Photo Gallery discovers
all the "new" photos on the memory card. (Images on the card
which have been imported before are not counted). The Review
option below allows you to arrange the images in groups add a
title to each group and select which images are to be imported.

Import Photos and Videos

152 new photos and videos were found

 Eteview, or e, andaroup items to import

Import all new items now

More optocn5 Next
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After clicking Next, the following window appears.
:moat Photos and Vodeen

Select the groups you want to import

149 rterrn sekaled .1 group

our photos end yd.,. ere grouped by date and tune. Fad+ group *el be ,..ed to a afferent folder. gAbaugiblis

5elett all

Enter a name

11r062009m 25108/2011

Add tags

collapse eel

Idonsittts!

111,11r
Adjust groups:

J

The photos can be arranged in groups according to the date and
time they were taken. The slider shown at the bottom right above
allows you to change the amount of time between groups and
therefore the number of groups. With the slider in the extreme
right position, all of the photos are in one group as shown above.
There is a check box which allows you to select all of the photos
and import them or you can click and tick individual photos to be
imported. You can also click Enter a name and supply a name
for the folder in which the group of images will be stored.

If you click More options shown above you can Browse for a
folder on the hard disc drive into which the images will be copied.
Otherwise the folder My Pictures will be used by default, as
shown on the next page. The files can be saved with the original
file name assigned by the camera and you can also add the date.
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Options/Import Optson:

5etonos for: Caner as

IMPort to: j. *indices

Edgier name:

Fie °erne:

Example:

Name

(rawsie...

Capital Ile Name

HrsalayasiDSC_1234 .jpo

Other opoons:

Qpen 'Widow uve Photo Gallery after mowing ties

Dclete Net from device after rnportmg

Rotate photos durrq sport

Stage default tiUtCod 00 00r`5

Realm default

OK

As shown above you can choose an option for the Windows Live
Photo Gallery to open as soon as the photos have been imported
to the hard disc drive. There is also a box to delete the imported
photos from the original source i.e. the camera's memory card.

After you click the Import button, the Import Photos and Videos
window appears as shown below, informing you of progress.

Irnpor Photos and Videos loi 111101i

Importing photos and videos...

Import nc !ter, 14 cr

Erase after importing

FTCIncen
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4 Copying Photographs and Videos to a Computer

After the images have all been imported. by default the Windows
Live Photo Gallery opens displaying the photographs, as shown
below. The photographs are now permanently saved on the hard
disc and can now be deleted from the camera's memory card,
(unless you already chose this option during the import process).

El -
widows rye o all

Home Edit Find Create view

14 Select all I Rotate lett

Li, Copy :A Rotate right
Import New People Batch Descriptive Caption

folder L Delete tag people tag tag

Manage

rt. All photos and videos Ivlarch 2011 59 items 1 sele.:,-

Pictures

E

My Pictures

2005-10-18 001

Tenerife

Various photos

Whitby

Public Pictures

Digital photography

Family photos hl a
ki Videos

2 M. Videos

.ganize

t 7

Geotag

Rate 

116 Flag

In this example, the folder was given the name Tenerife and in
total 75 photos were copied. (Some images were subsequently
deleted, leaving only 59 in this particular group.) As shown
above, the sub -folder Tenerife appears in the My Pictures folder
within the Pictures Library. You can view these photographs in
the Windows Live Photo Gallery at a later date by
clicking the Start button at the bottom left of the screen
and shown on the right, then click the All Programs
menu and select Windows Live Photo Gallery.

Alternatively click the Windows Explorer icon shown
on the right, select Libraries and double-click the
Pictures Library folder.

A01111661/44'
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The Import Option on the Photo Gallery
Ribbon
Launch the program by clicking the Start button shown
on the right and then selecting All Programs and
Windows Live Photo Gallery.

Now connect your camera to the computer using a USB cable
and switch the camera on. Alternatively remove the memcry card
from the camera and connect it to the computer using a card
reader as discussed in the previous chapter.

From the left of the Photo Gallery menu bar click Import
as shown on the right and on the previous page. The
Import Photos and Videos window opens as shown
below. The blue icon represents an Olympus camera,
Removable Disk (E:) is a memory card inserted in a printer and
HP Photosmart is a printer containing a scanner.

Import

Import Photos and Videos x

If you do not see your device in the 1st. mace sure rt K connected to the computer Ind
timed on and then choose Refresh.

Scanners and Cameras

0
HP Photosmart
Wweiess 6

Other De. Ices

Remo% abie
Dtsk :)

Dort

Select the camera, memory card or scanner containing the
images and click the Import button.
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When you click the Import button shown on the previous page.
the Photo Gallery searches for photographs on the memory card.
You are then presented with the Import Photos and Videos
window as shown below.

IS Import Photos and Videos

153 new photos and videos were found

o Review, organize, and group items to import

Import all new items now

More oytlonl

O-W
This allows you to organize the photos into groups and add a
name for the destination folder on the computer's hard disc drive.

When you click Next the images are imported and finally
displayed in the Windows Live Photo Gallery as described earlier
in this chapter.

indows Live hoto Gall

Nome Edit Find Create .iew

1.4J r Select all is Rotate left

[j Copy :k Rotate right
Import New

folder Paste X Delete

Manage

.:.11 photos and videos

Pictures

My Pictures

, 2005-10-18 001

Tenerife

Various photos

L Geotag

Rate -
People Batch Desciiptive Caption
tag - people tag tag "

 Ivlarch 2011

size

,terns 1 selected

_
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Scanning Old Photographic Prints
You may have some old photographic prints, which you want to
send by e-mail to friends and relatives around the world. Or you
might want to edit them and incorporate them in a document
produced on your computer. Using an inexpensive scanner, they
can be "digitised", i.e. converted to digital images in the JPEG
(.jpg) file format discussed earlier. Then they are ready to be
imported to a computer and suitable for sending around the
Internet. Many inexpensive multi -function printers now have a
built-in scanner or you can buy a standalone "flatbed" scanner.

In this example, the scanner is part of an HP Photosmart Inkjet
Wireless printer. Place the photograph face down on the
bed on the top of the scanner. Launch the Windows
Live Photo Gallery program as previously described and
click the Import icon shown on the right and on the
Photo Gallery menu bar shown at the bottom of the previous
page. The Import Photos and Videos window opens showing a
blue icon representing the Wireless printer and scanner.

Import

Import Photos and Videos

If you do not see your dram el the kst. make sure ,t is connected to the computer and
Owned an and Olen choose Refresh.

Scanners and Cameras

Bpirmh
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When you click the Import button shown at the bottom of the
previous page, the New Scan window opens as shown below.
Click the Preview button to have a preliminary look at the
scanned image as shown below.

New Scan

..nao Weekss 6109n-419216816 Change-

Profile [Poto (Defatia)

*Fre:

Cpfor format:

Ek tYPe

Besolubon 03P1):

PG (MG Image)

200

U 0

Oremw or scan images as separate Ides
C

Scan Cancel

Now click the Scan button and the Import Pictures and Videos
window opens as shown on the next page. You can add a tag to
the picture and also click Import settings to make various
changes to the import process. These include changing the main
destination folder where the image will be saved on the hard disc
drive. By default this is My Pictures as shown at the bottom of
the next page.

Creating Your own Folders

As discussed in Chapter 10, you can easily create your own
hierarchy of folders for storing images on the hard disc drive.
These can have names which are meaningful to you and help
you to keep track of your images.
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Import Pictures and Videos

Tag these pictures (optional):

212MINIENEI

Import settings

V

After clicking Import, the Windows Explorer opens automatically,
displaying an icon for the scanned image and the tag as part of
the file name. The file location is C:1UsersUitnIMy Pictures.

r Imported PKtures and Vo4eos

Ede Ede View Ice* Help

0.pm/a r Save search Nev. reach

Favontes  2011-07-15 Vintage Motorcycle (C:\ Users\J.m \ My Prnures) (1)

Lebrone:

Doorment:

Musit

'video,

4 Hornegroup
2 Jim INPOMCE

Vintage
Motorcycle

0014pg

To access this image at a later time,
click the Windows Explorer icon on the
left of the Taskbar at the bottom of the

screen. Then click Libraries and double-click
Pictures Library. The scanned image appears in
its own folder, as shown on the right. Double-click
this folder to return to the view of the file in the
Windows Explorer shown above.

201147-n
Viniege

Motorcycle
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The Stored Photographic Image File
This chapter has shown how photographic images
can be copied from the camera's memory cad
and saved as files on the hard disc drive, such as
the scanned photograph saved with the file name
Vintage Motorcycle 001.jpg. The location of this
photograph on the hard disc drive is:

C:\Users\Jim\My Pictures

C:\ is the abbreviation for the hard disc drive. Users and My
Pictures are folders within the Windows operating system. Jim
is a folder created automatically by Windows when I first became
a user of the computer. The full pathname to this photograph is:

C:\Users\Jim\My Pictures\Vintage Motorcycle 001.jpg

Working With Photos Stored on the Hard Disc Drive

Many tasks are now possible, using software such as the free
Windows the Windows Explorer:

\rootage
Motorcycle

001.wg

Edit and improve images, "crop" to delete unwanted
material and remove effects such as "red eye".

View photographs on the computer screen individually
or as an automatic slide show.

Make your own prints on glossy paper.

Order high quality prints using an online printing service.

Share photos with friends and family around the world
by sending with e -mails or by posting to an Internet Web
site such as Flickr or Facebook.

Incorporate photos into documents such as magazines.

Manage and organize your photos into your own
categories making them easy to locate in the future.

Create secure archives which cannot easily be lost.

The above topics are discussed in the remainder of this book.
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Viewing Photographs and
Videos on a Computer

Locating Photos on the Hard Disc Drive
Previous chapters shcwed how to copy the images from your
camera to the hard disc drive of a computer. You'll probably
want to have a good look at the new photos: then you might
want to delete a few, improve some by editing and then print
them. You might also want to share them with other people using
e-mail and the Internet as discussed later.

As described in the previous chapter the photographs are
stored by default in a folder on the hard disc drive cal ed My
Pictures within the Pictures Library. This can be opened by
clicking the Windows Explorer icon shown on the right,
on the Taskbar at the bottom left of the screen. Then
click Libraries and double-click the Pictures Library
folder.

Alternatively the photographs can be accessed by a different
route in the Windows Explorer using the following hierarchy of
folders:

C:\Users\Jim\My Pictures

To find this location cl:ck the Start button, then click Computer
(Windows XP users click My Computer) then double-click the
hard disc drive (C:). A ternatively click the Windows Explorer
icon shown above and double-click the hard disc drive (C:).

Next scroll down and double-click the Users folder. follovved by
the sub -folder having your user name, instead of Jim in this
example. Finally double-click the folder My Pictures to display
the folders of photographs as shown on the next pace.
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0 ;1.
a Computer a local Disk (C) Users Jim a My Pictures a

Ede Edit view Tools Help

Organize Include in library Share with Slide show 8um New folder

In Desktop

it Downloads

Favorites

# Links

r My Documents

My Music

My Pictures

3 My Videos

It Saved Games

Searches

Tracing

Public

2005-10-18 001
1111

2007-02-27 001 2011-07-13 Rome

111
2011-07-15 France Tenerde

Vintage
Motorcycle

The Folders Containing the Photos

As shown above, the folders are labelled in slightly different
ways, depending on the method used to import them, as
discussed in the previous chapter. It's a simple matter to rename
a folder after right -clicking its name or icon as shown above. File
and folder management tasks such as this are discussed in more
detail in Chapter 10. Double-click a folder such as 2011-07-13
Rome above, to display the names and icons for the images.

Displaying the Images as Icons

The photographs are displayed as
Large icons, as shown at the top of
the next page. The View menu on the
Windows Explorer menu bar shown
on the right allows you to display the
icons and file names of the
photographs in various ways. An
extract from the View menu is shown
on the right. Click View and then
select the type of display you want.

Extra lage icons

Large icons

Medium icons

Small icons

List

Details

Tiles

Contert

Hide file names
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0 al *  Computer r Local Disk (C:) r Users Jun My Paned a 1011-07.13 Rant

Elk 11 1410k tie*

Organue w Include st, Foray w Share tads w Side show. Bunt New. feeder

 p aim
Confect,

to Desktop

Download,

Frwontes

# links

My Doc urnere,

. lay MUSiC

. My Pictures
a u,

a RI
Rome 026 JPG Rome 027JPG Rome 028JPG Rome 029JPG

Rome on JPG Rome 032JPG Rothe 033JPG Roche 034JPG

The Extra large icons display shown below gives you a very
good preview of the images before viewing them full screen.

r Compute. Lo Onix (C,) t Uses leo lAy Poison  101107.3 Rona
-

OEM
ohr Eft Km look Help

BEM __ .
'genet In le Weary Pure rote Slide show Burn New cede.

Ina ,

Cowtacb

Desktop

#lows
tar Doc*,

. Marx

key haloes

I key Velem
Rome 001.1PC, Rome OTIAG

Ji 

Displaying the Images as a List With Details

The Details option on the View menu shown at the bottom of the
previous page gives information such as the date the photo was
taken, the file type and the size of the file.

My Documents
' . Date Type Sae

.`i My Musa  Rome 019JPG 18 10 2005 10-.2i AM OIIEG Image 1,252 e B

My Pictunes * Rome 020.196 1810;2005 102' AM IPEG Image 1.202 KB

I My Videos A. Rorne 033JPG 18 '10;2005 11 -07 AM /PEG Image 1,311 k8

Click the header on the top of a column such as Name, Date or
Size to arrange the list of images in order, such as alphabetical,
date taken or ascending or descending order of size.
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Viewing Photographs on the Screen
Locate the folder containing the required photograph as just
described, either in the default folder My Pictures or in a folder
you have created on the hard disc drive, as discussed later. Click
the required image and the Windows Explorer menu bar displays
the Preview menu shown below. (Some coifigurations use
Open instead of Preview). If you click the small downward
pointing arrow to the right of Preview or Open, 2 list of programs
is displayed. These are all programs which can be used to
display photographs and the list will vary on different computers.

mak 1111IPP

Jul Computer HP_PAVIL1ON (C:) Harness Racing

File Edit View Tools Help

Organize :67.: preview Slide show Print E-mail

Recent F Q Adobe Photoshop Elements 6.0 (Editor)

Recorde J Microsoft Office Picture Manager

Paint

Burn

Libranes PhotoSuite 9

Doctrm1 r4; PictureViewer harness
 Musk IN Windows Live Movie Maker racing.Jpg

Pictures el
El Videos rP

Windows Live Photo Gallery,

Windows Media Center

Windows Photo Viewer
4 Hornegroi

Choose default program...

The Windows Photo Viewer, the Windows Live Photo Gallery
and the Paint program shown above are th-ee very useful
Microsoft programs for viewing photographs and are discussed in
detail in this book. Several of the other programs such as the
PhotoSuite and Adobe Photoshop Elements will not appear on
your computer unless you've installed them yourself.
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The Default Photo Viewing Program

On your computer this will probably be the Windows Photo
Viewer or the Windows Live Photo Gallery. Click the arrow to the
right of Preview shown on the previous page. Then selec*.
Choose default program....

I

Open with

Choose the procrarn you wan to use to open this fir:

Fie: P7100015.PG

Recommended Programs

Adobe Pholoohap laments 6.0 (Edtor) alcroodt Office 2010
AdDhe Systems proofs tea Mtcrosc't e:.-

40Opera Infarct lower
Opera Software

Pictureleiver
'64 AP* Inc

VAndoos Use Photo Wary
rum microsoft C ammeter,

Villodoes Photo draw
alcrosoft Corporation

Programs

/ Paint
ft Corocra0on

.tinclows Lme move Maker

Wei:kens Medi Center
kw) °soft Cotpcs a nor

!1.lways use the selected pr000m to open ON land of le

V

If the program you went s not n the 1st of on tiae =puler, nor can cc -4 'or the ewoorotie arocram
Welt.

Lc.= Coed

Select the program ycu want to use to open photographs by
default, such as the Windows Photo Viewer, if it's not already
set as the default. Click OK to set the default program.

Now you can open a picture in the default viewing program by
clicking Preview or Open from the Windows Explorer menu bar
shown on the previous gage.

Please note that a quick way to open a photograph for
viewing in the default program is to double-click its icon
in the Windows Explorer.
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Opening a Photograph in the Default Proc ram

Open the folder containing the photograph after clicking
the Windows Explorer icon shown on the right and on
the Taskbar at the bottom left of the screen. Now select
the icon for the photograph so that it's highlighted
against a coloured background. Next click Preview
or Open from the Windows Explorer menu bar.

Alternatively double-click the icon for the program
in the Windows Explorer.

1111
P7100015JPG

The photograph opens in the default viewiig program, in this
case the Windows Photo Viewer, as shown above.
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The Windows Photo Viewer has a menu bar across the top as
shown below.

P7100016JPG - Windows Photo Viewer

File v Print v E-mail Bum V Open v

These menus are discussed later in the section on the Windows
Live Photo Gallery, which has a very similar menu bar.

The Taskbar along the bottom of the Windows Photo Viewer has
a set of controls for the viewing of photographs.

Clicking the magnifying glass icon on the left above
displays a slider which can be dragged to change the
size of the display. The next icon, shown on the right
"toggles", i.e. switches. between the actual image size
(very large) and a size which just fits inside the Photo
Viewer window as shown on the previous page.

The two arrow buttons shown on the right
allow you to display the previous and
next photographs in the folder.

The icon on the centre displays all of the photographs (in the
current folder) one at a time in an automatically changing slide
show. This is discussed in more detail on the next page.

The two circular arrows rotate the image through 90
degrees counter clockwise and clockwise respectively,
reading from left to right.

Finally the red cross icon can be used to delete the
image from the hard disc.

0 -

.94

C
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Viewing Photographs in a Slide Show
The slide show changes the photographs automatically, such as
while you are describing them to friends or relatives. Or you
might want to give a talk to a local history society or gardening
club, for example. It's easy to connect a projector to a laptop
computer so that the pictures can be viewed on a larger screen.

A slide show can be launched from the Windows Picture Viewer
as previously described. You can also launch a slide show from
the Windows Explorer. Open the Windows Explorer by
clicking its icon on the left of the Taskbar at the bottom
of the screen. Then open the folder containing the
photos to be included in the slide show.

t Computer 0 Local D.sk (C) a Harness Racing

File Edit View Tools Help

Organ:e Include in library Share wrth Slide shc

4 Homegroup
7 Jim iHPOFFICE

Computer

'Jew folder

P7100015JPG P7100016JPG P7100017JPG

Click Slide show on the Windows Explorer menu bar shown
above. The first picture is displayed on its own, filling the whole
screen without any program windows, menu bars or icons, etc.

After a short time the next photo takes over the wnole screen and
this process is repeated until all of the photographs in the folder
have been displayed.

There are various settings to control the slide show. These
settings can be changed using a menu which pons up when you
right -click anywhere over one of the photographs during a slide
show, as shown on the next page.
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The pop-up settings menu for the slide
after right -clicking the screen during
menu is shown again enlarged,
on the right. During a talk, you
might want to use Pause to talk
at length about a particular photo
and you can move back or
forwards using Back and Next.

Shuffle changes the order in

which the images are displayed.
With Loop switched on as shown
above, the slide show is repeated
after all of the photographs in a
folder have been displayed.
There are 3 speed settings Slow, Medium

show is shown above
a slide show. For clarity, the

Play

Pause

Nee

each

Shuffle

Loop

Slide Show Speed - Slow

Slide Show Speed - Medium

Slide Show Speed - Fast

Exit

and Fast to control
how long an image is displayed for. Click Exit to close the menu.

To end a slide show and return to the Windows Explorer, press
the Escape (Esc) key
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Using Your Photographs as a Screen Saver
A screen saver is a constantly changing pattern or set of images
displayed automatically if your computer is not used for a while.
The screen saver was originally intended tc protect early
monitors from damage if the same image was d splayed on the
screen for a long time: nowadays screen savers are used more
for amusement or privacy. So for example, while your computer
is not being used for a time, it can provide an automatic backdrop
of all your favourite family, holiday, sporting or wildlife
photographs, for example.

Click the Start button shown on the right and then
select Control Panel and Appearance and
Personalization. Next under Personalization click
Change screen saver.

The Screen Saver Settings window appears as shown below.
From the drop -down menu under Screen saver. select Windows
Live Photo Gallery as shown below.

go Screen Saver Settings

Screen SIMS

11111114

Screen saver

windows Live Photo Gallery I Settings... Preview

Wait 5 minutes On resume, display logon screen
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By default the screen saver will use all of the photos in your
Windows Live Photo Gallery. The Preview button shown on the
previous page gives a full -screen demonstration of the photos.
As shown at the bottom of the window on the previous page, you
can set the period of computer inactivity before the screen saver
is displayed. This is set at 5 minutes by default. The Settings...
button allows you to fine tune the screen saver as shown below.

Windows Live Photo Gaiety screen Saver Settings

use al photos and videos from Wndons Live Photo galery

the Eating or hgtier. .

Any rating

 Qon't dow itemo tapped:

 umelholos and *dew *mil

C: VAIldlife ar[Thi-syme.:.-7

use its tome:

Side show spook

Random

[Medi=

Shuffle contents

Save Cascel

As shown above, you can use all of the photos in your Windows
Live Photo Gallery or you can use Browse... and then just use a
selected folder such as CAWildlife in this example. You can also
change the Slide show speed. Shuffle changes the order the
images are displayed in.
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The drop -down menu to the right of Use this theme: on the
Screen Saver Settings menu on the previous page provides
graphical effects such as Collage and Album shown below.

Screen Saver Using the Collage Theme

Screen Saver Using the Album Theme
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Viewing Video Clips on Your Computer
As mentioned previously, you can record video clips using a
digital camera by selecting the film strip icon on the camera's
mode dial and pressing the shutter button to start and stop the
recording. Alternatively some cameras have a separate button to
start and stop the recording. The video is saved on the camera's
memory card automatically but in a different file format from the
still photographs discussed earlier. Common video file formats
used with digital cameras are the .MOV (Apple QuickTime), .AVI
(Audio Video Interleave) and .WMV (Windows Media Video).

Open the Windows Explorer by clicking the icon on the
Taskbar, shown on the right. Then double-click the
folder containing the required video clip, as shown
below for the Otter.MOV video in the folder CAWildlife.

As shown below, the video Otter.MOV file is saved in the
Windows Explorer alongside the icons for .JPG still photographs.

. Computer 6 Local Drals (C4  Wddlie

E re E dd Yiee. Iods El*
Olgen., Q Play Share md, %de show E -MIMI Burn Nev. folder

Fa,orrte,

,Ret mil, (hanged

11111 D. op

Download.

ent Plat es

Adult barn
ovAJPG

Black swan and Buzzard
landm9.1PG

r

1
OBar.MDY

When you select the Otter.MOV
video icon, the Preview option on
the toolbar across the top of the
Explorer window changes to Play,
as shown above. Clicking the small
downward pointing arrow to the
right of Play above presents a list
of media playing programs which
should be able to play this video.

Pla, Share ,koth 

iTunes

QuickTime Player

RealPlayer

aWindows Live Movie Maker

O Windows Media Player

Choose default program...
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iTunes, QuickTime Player and RealPlayer are all media player
programs which can be downloaded free to your computer from
the Internet. Windows Media Player is pal of Microsoft
Windows and Windows Live Movie Maker can be downloaded
free, as described for Windows Live Photo Gallery on page 10.

The Windows Live Movie Maker contains many tools for editing
videos and adding special effects. The Windows Media Player
can play common video types such as .MOV and .AVI and you
could, if necessary, set this as your default video player as
discussed on page 55 for viewing still photographs. When you
click Play on the Explorer Toolbar or double-click the video icon
such as Otter.MOV in Windows Explorer, the Windows Media
Player opens ready to play the video clip, as shown below.

As shown above there are control buttons to play, pause, stop,
forward, rewind, volume/mute and display the video full screen.
This video clip lasted 35 seconds and had a file size of 48MB.
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A Tour of Windows Live
Photo Gallery 2011

Introduction
Windows Live Photo Gallery contains everything you need to
manage, edit and share your digital photographs using a

computer and is available as a free download from the Internet.
Among its many facilit es are:

Importing photos from a camera or card reader, etc.

Displaying images, including viewing as a slide show.

Editing photographs to improve quality or remove
defects, blemishes and unwanted material (cropping).

Organizing images in folders with captions and tags to
make finding particular pictures very fast and easy.

Combining several photos into a single panoramic view.

Sharing images by printing, e -mailing, posting to Web
sites such as SkyDrive, Facebook and Flickr.

Copying images to a CD or DVD as a safe archive.

Windows Live Photo Gallery is part o` a suite of programs known
as Windows Live Essentials. As described on page 10 of this
book, these can be cownloaded from the Essentials section of
the following Web site:

http://explore.live.com

There is one version of the Windows Live Photo Gallery 2011
for Windows 7 and Vista and another for Windows XP.
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6 A Tour of Windows Live Photo Gallery 2011

Launching the Windows Live Photo Gallery
The program is launched by clicking the Start button at
the bottom left of the screen and shown on the right.
Then click All Programs followed by Windows Live
Photo Gallery. Alternatively Windows Live Movie Maker
the Windows Live Photo ' Windows Live Photo Gallery
Gallery may already be listed
in the Start menu itself. To
include Windows Live Photo
Gallery in the Start menu, right -click over its entry in
Programs menu and select Pin to Start Menu, as shown below.

ell Windows Media Center

0 Windows Media Player

the All

a Windows Live Movie

LP Windows Live Photo G,

Windows Media Centel

0 Windows Media Player

Windows Update

XPS Viewer

Accessories

Open file location

Scan for viruses

Safe Run

Pin to Taskbar

Pin to Start Menu

A good way to launch a program quickly using only a single click
is to place an icon for the program on the Taskba.- at the bottom
of the screen, as shown below.

To place the icon (shown right) for the Windows Live
Photo Gallery on the Taskbar, right -click over
Windows Live Photo Gallery in the All Programs
menu and select Pin to Taskbar as shown above.

Alt

'
Iry

To remove the icon from the Taskbar at a later cate. right -click
over the icon and select Unpin this program from taskbar.
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A Tour of Windows Live Photo Gallery 2011 6

The Photo Gallery Screen
After launching the prcgram as described on the previous page,
the Windows Live Photo Gallery opens displaying icons for your
photos in the My Pictures folder, as described in Chapter 4.
gisHo
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Prow pro rind

C:\Users\Jim\Pictures\2011-07-13 Rome

fib*

Across the top of the screen is the Ribbon, a recent Microsoft
innovation which displays the various tools as icons on several
tabs such as Home, Edit, Find. etc. This largely replaces the
traditional menu bar which uses File. Edit and View, etc.

On the left-hand panel above are the various folders which the
Photo Gallery has created for storing photos during importing as
discussed in Chapter 4. Click any of the folders to display the
photos as icons or thumbnails in the main panel in the centre.

A number of icons appear on the Taskbar at the bottom right of
the screen, as shown below. These perform various operations
on a photo which has been selected by clicking. A selected photo
is highlighted in blue as shown in the Photo Gallery above.

The two icons shown on the left above rotate the photo through
90 degrees, left and right respectively. C icking the red cross icon
shown above deletes the image from the Photo Gallery.
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6 A Tour of Windows Live Photo Gallery 2011

The Photo Gallery Slide Show

The icon on the right starts a slide show of all the images
in the current folder, as shown below.

There are controls to pause and stop
the slide show and you can choose from
a number of themes, as shown on the
right. The menu headings appear when
you pass the cursor over the top of the
slide show screen. The themes alter the
way the images are displayed and how
they are changed, e.g. by panning and
zooming or fading into the next image.
There are also options to create a
movie with the photos and videos and
to share them on the Web. (Sharing
photos and videos is discussed later). A
slide show can be closed by pressing
the Escape key or by clicking Back to
Photo Gallery in the top right-hand
corner of the screen, just visible above

1;1

Change theme

Black and white

Cinefnatic

Contemporary

Pon and zoom

Fade

sepia
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Changing the Icon Size

You can change the size of the icons or thumbnails in the Photo
Gallery by dragging the slider shown below on the right.

fr.,1 X EP

Displaying Details of Photographs

The small icon on the left of the slider, shown above and on the
right, switches on a display of details of each of the
photos, as shown below. The details can be changed
during the editing process, discussed shortly.

 =
 =.7

- HORS! Edit Find Create View

E Date 1 Reason

Arotag name
Tag &' ftWiir

le Published Was type

 angt Nit

f: At photos and videos

h. Pictures

My Pictures

2005-10-18001

2007-02-27 001

2010-05-13

2011-03-01 001

, 2011-07-13 Rome

2011-07-15 Vintage Motoicyr le

France

My Scans

Tenenfe

Various photos

Photos 2011

Atha!,

E.

Rd( rig

Reverse Rating Caption

.C:\UsersVim\Pictures\2011

1111 OLYMPUS COGITAI CAME..

Rome 001.WG
13/07/2911 10i0b AM
880 KR

2116 x 2112

Rome 005.WG
13/07/2011 10706AM
1.10 M3
2816 2112

OLYMPUS OIGTTn. CAME..

The blue background indicates that the photo has been selected
by clicking. The Photo Gallery also displays the exact location of
the current sub -folder, e.g., 2011-07-13 Rome within all of the
folders on the hard disc drive or (C:) drive, as shown below.

.C:\Users\Jim\Pictures\2011-07-13 Rome
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6 A Tour of Windows Live Photo Gallery 2011

The Photo Gallery Ribbon
The Ribbon across the top of the screen contains icons for many
of the tasks needed to edit, view, organize, share and print your
photographs, as shown below.

14
Import

Windows Live Photo Gallery

Home Edit Find Create

New
folder

J Select all /2 Rotate left

Copy Rotate right

0 Paste X Delete

3eDt3y

Rate -
People Batch Descriptive Caption
tag - people tag tag 

The Home Tab

The icons on the Ribbon are organized in a series of tabs.
namely Home. Edit, Find, Create and View shown above. When
the Photo Gallery first starts up it displays the Home tab. As can
be seen above. the Home tab contains icons for many basic
tasks with your photos. Tags and captions are a means of adding
extra information to photos. making them easier to organize and
find. The icons are arranged in groups such as New, Manage
and Organize shown above along the bottom of the ribbon.

The right-hand side of the Home tab shown below has a group of
icons in the group Quick find, used to search for photos meeting
certain criteria. Next there is an icon to start a Slide show.

dP Months 

Rated -
Teri Slide

D. Flagged search show 
f

You
larb

*

Pttot.:.
em 311

The Share group of icons on the right above allow you to post
your photos on various Web sites such as SkyDr ve, Facebook.
YouTube and Flickr where they can be viewed by other people.
There is also an icon to send photos with an e-mail message.
These topics are discussed in more detail later in this book.
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The File Menu

The Ribbon has replaced the traditional menu bar consisting of
File, Edit and View, etc., but the Photo Gallery still has a File
menu on the left-hand side of the Ribbon. This is opened (and
closed) by clicking the icon on the left of the
Home tab and shown here on the right.

As can be seen, the File menu contains
tools for importing photographs into the
Photo Gallery and other important tasks.
The Print option allows you to make "hard
copy" of your photos on paper, with a
further option to order prints from an online
photo printing service. I3urn shown on the
right copies photos to a CD or DVD. As
discussed later, this is a secure way of
archiving important photographs which
might otherwise be lost or accidentally
deleted.

Clicking Properties shown on the right
above opens a window shown below
displaying a huge amount of information
about an image selected in the Photo
Gallery. (A photo is selected by
a single click and appears
against a blue background, as
shown on page 69). These
details include the file name
and file type, the file size, the
associated program and the
location of the folder.

The File menu also has a Screen
(described on page 60) and an Options feature to change many
of the settings controlling the way the Photo Gallery operates.
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Import photos ar0 wItos
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PAI10011JPG Properties
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INN of .PEG image JPG.
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saver settings option
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6 A Tour of Windows Live Photo Gallery 2011

The Edit Tab

Clicking the Edit tab presents a different set of icons or tools
designed for editing photographs as shown below.

-

Windows live Photo Gallery

Horne Edit find Create

Select all A: Rotate left IlehRename

Copy ",k Rotate right L3 Resi:e

Paste ?( Delete Adjust time

Properties

11/4. 16 Ull
Auto Straighten Noise Color Exposure

adjust - reduction

Editing is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7, but you can see
above that there are tools to make some major changes to
images. For example, if you've taken a photo with the camera
turned vertically, you'll might want to use one of the Rotate
options. Similarly, if an image is tilted slightly, you might want to
use the Straighten tool. Several icons represent tools to improve
the colour and quality of a photograph and these can all be
applied automatically using the Auto adjust icon shown above.

The Find Tab

Within a short time you might have several thousand photos
stored on your hard disc. The Find tab shown below allows you
to very quickly select and display images meeting certain criteria.

IP 00 : Windows live Photo Gallery

Home Edn Find Wale

- :M "

Dates Months rears

4, and 1.4,_ftwatuatio4

1.--4j and lower
Rated

only

Rated

\-/
Tags

P16Q Published -

/ Elided 
FTRORR. Media type 

rile detail.

For example, you can pick out images taken on a certain date.
The face recognition tag picks out photos containing certain
people. Images can be tagged with a name or label when they
are being imported or during editing. Clicking the tag in a drop -
down list displays only the tagged photos. Similarly you can apply
a flag to certain photos and later just display the flagged images.
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The Create Tab

F.

Sid as
desktop

Windows Live Photo Gaddy

Howe Edit find Watt vow

Panorama PhOt 0
fuu

Mote
toots-

Ordei dhoti. Idol
wit. Mad pod

Mow

46114

.Orrve

You

Tube

ne,r

The icons on this tab are
mainly for using and sharing
your photos after they've been
edited. Click an image in the
Photo Gallery then click Set as
desktop on the left above.
The image provides a

background to your Desktop,
the screen and all of its icons
which appear when the computer first starts up, as shown above.

The Panorama tool above "stitches" together two or more
images of the same scene to make one wider picture. Photo
Fuse allows you to merge two similar group photos together so
that the best images of a person are used.

Order prints displays a list of online photo printing companies.
Select the pictures you want printed and click Send Pictures.
Within a few days the glossy prints will be posted back to you.

Photo email presents a choice between sending a photograph
embedded within the text of an e-mail or as an attachment to an
e-mail text message, using your default e-mail program such as
the free Windows Live Mail program.

The Movie icon above allows you to add photos to a project you
are creating with Windows Live Movie Maker.

Most of the other icons are concerned with posting your photos
to Web sites such as SkyDrive, Facebook and Flickr. These
topics are discussed in detail in Chapter 9.
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6 A Tour of Windows Live Photo Gallery 2011

The View Tab

The left-hand side of the View tab on the Ribbon is shown below.

C.0 Windows live Photo Gallery

Home Edit Find Create View

a Date 1 Person Tag t Folder Rating 4t
Geotag = Name la Published CrMedia type' _ Reverse

sort

The icons above in the Arrange list section are used to group,
sort and list the photos as they are displayed as icons in the
Windows Live Photo Gallery. For example, if you select Rating,
pictures assigned a 5 star rating will appear at the top, followed
by 4 star rated pictures, etc. (Reverse sort shown above would
put the lowest rated pictures at the top of the list). The pictures in
the Photo Gallery can also be listed according to the Date, Tag,
Name (i.e. file name), Folder and where they have been
Published (Facebook, etc.). Selecting Media type above
separates the list of icons into Photos and Videos.

Aliatalts :sat Date takenL File name If.. Image size
Rating Caption Flags Zoom Zoom Slide

File size III Date modified in out show -

Show det.ii.

Tap and '

caption pane

The right-hand side of the
View tab on the Ribbon
allows you to control what
information, such as All
details, is displayed against
each icon or thumbnail, as
shown on the right. There are
also icons to show or hide any Flags, to Zoom in or Zoom out,
start a Slide show or display the Tag and caption pane down
the right-hand side of the screen.

Pb

1pBlack swan and signetsJPG

2W11/2010 3 07 PM
4.16 MB
47524316B

These photographs weir..
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7

Basic Editing of
Digital Photographs

Introduction
One of the main advantages of digital photography using a
computer is that you can improve, modify and polish your
pictures without specialised knowledge or equipment. Modern
photo editing programs are easy to use and allow complex
operations to be carried out with just a few clicks of a mouse.
The Windows Live Photo Gallery includes powerful editirg tools
and, as described on page 10 of this bock, is available as a free
download from the Internet. Although the Photo Ga lery is

completely free of charge its facilities are comparable with
similar programs cost ng around £50-£60. Some typical photo
editing tasks covered in the next two chapters are as follows:

Cropping an image to remove unwanted material.

Rotating and straightening an image.

Improving the quality of a photo by changing the colours,
exposure, contrast, etc.

Removing blemishes and defects such as "red eye".

Resizing and resaving in a smaller file size to facilitate
posting to a Web site or sending in an e-mail.

"Stitching" together two or more pictures to make one
wide panoramic view of a particular scene.

Changes applied to an image during editing are saved
automatically but there is a Revert to original button
to undo any changes you don't like.

b.
b-

Iteert to
igin3I 



7 Basic Editing of Digital Photographs

The Photo Gallery is opened by clicking Start, All Programs and
Windows Live Photo Gallery (Unless you've placed it on the
Start menu or pinned it to the Taskbar at the bottom of the
screen, as shown on page 66.) Then click Edit to display the
Ribbon as shown below.
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Display the group of pictures you want, either in the Pictures
Library or in a folder of your choice on the hard disc drive.
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In the view of the Photo Gallery shown above, all of the photos
are displayed as icons or thumbnails. You can use the scroll
wheel on a mouse or the scroll bar at the right-hand side of the
main panel to scroll through all of the images. To begin editing an
image, use a single click to select it so that its highlighted in blue
as shown above. You can change the size of the icons or
thumbnails by dragging the small slider at the bottom right of the
screen and shown here on the
right.
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Basic Editing of Digital Photographs 7

In this example, the icons or
thumbnails are displayed after
selecting All details on the
View tab, as described in the
previous chapter, page 74.

Editing Photo Information

This information about each
photo can be edited in the Tag
and caption pane on the right
of the screen when the Edit tab
is selected, as shown on the
right. You can also add a

Caption and various tags as
discussed in Chapter 10. The
file size cannot be changed
here but you can edit the name, give a star rating and flag the
image. Later you may w sh to filter out just the photos you have
flagged during a search using the Photo Gallery Find tab.

Viewing a Single Photo When Using the Edit Tab

The main screenshot on the previous page displays all of the
photos in a folder as icons or thumbnails. To edit a particular
photograph you need to view it full size on its own as shown on
page 79. A quick way to view a single photo is to double-click
anywhere on the icon or thumbnail of the photo.

With a single image displayed in the Photo Gallery, you can zoom
in and out using the slider at the bottom of the screen, as shown
at the bottom right and on the previous page.

You can change to display a different single image using the
Forward and Back arrow buttons shown on the left below

bom oaUPG
23164/2010 7511 PM

4.2111011

4711223188

Add wpt

Information

Filename. Adult barn owiJPG

Date taken 23/08/2010 7:58 PM

Size: 4.29 MB

Rating:

Flag. Pb

M I" ". 1 X 1;1 -

Alternate between single image view and multiple thumbnails
view by double-clicking over the image or over a thumbnail.
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7 Basic Editing of Digital Photographs

The Editing Tools
Several important basic editing tools appear in the centre of the
Ribbon with the Edit tab selected, as shown below.

1/r
Ei;._j Noise reduction

*Color -
Auto Crop Red Retouch Straighten

adjust - eye Exposure

stm ent s

Auto Adjust

This tool changes several properties of an image with
just a single click. These include straightening, colour
and exposure. The Edit settings can be switched on or
off after clicking the small arrow next to Auto adXst and
then selecting Settings....

Windows Live Photo Gallery Options

Genial kgroe PIMA 1 0111"b Ede To C,entee

Auto adjust settings

Select which adjustments you mid lite auto adjust to
perform:

5,144iii
Nose rediaTION1

color

1 EU:0.re

jPEG quality: 96%

PEG files are compressed to save space and to make them
faster to upload or ernal. The PEG quality level controls how
much compression o addled to the tie. A hiller value will
result n a hpher weedy nage and a larder fie sue.

LO* Flph

OK

Auto
adjust -

Dragging the slider shown above allows you to control the quality
and size of the image's JPEG file on the hard disc drive - high
quality and a large file versus low quality and a small file size.
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The Crop Tool

The photograph of a Barn Owl
shown in thumbnail form in the
Windows Explorer on the right
was taken at dusk, from quite
a long way off. This is the
original image copied from the
camera to the hard disc drive,
with no editing as yet. The file
name IMG_0714.JPG was assigned automatically by

camera. If you allow the cursor to hover over the thumbnail in the
Windows Explorer, basic information about the image is

displayed as shown above on the right. This includes the date
and time taken, the resolution and the file size.

Cropping should allow tie surplus foliage to be removed enabling
the owl itself to be enlarged. Modern 14 megapixel cameras
enable an image to be considerably enlarged with no apparent
loss of quality, except perhaps to the most discerning
professional photographer. (4658 x 3022 pixels above equates to
14MP). Resolution and pixels are discussed in Chapters 2 and 8.

Open the Windows L ye Photo Gallery and double-click the
thumbnail of the required image. The full size image opens on the
screen ready for editing, as shown below.

tten-, type MEG Image
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7 Basic Editing of Digital Photographs

Select the Edit tab on the Ribbon and then
click the Crop icon near the centre of the C04. 6
tab, as shown on the right. A grid of squares
appears in the centre of the screen as

Auto
adjust -

Crop Red
eye

shown below. This is the crop rectangle
which can be adjusted to enclose only the required part of the
image.

The crop area is adjusted using the small squares which appear
in each corner and in the middle of each side. Allow the cursor to
hover over a square until a small two -headed arrow appears.
Drag this arrow to frame the image at the required size. (The four
-headed arrow which may also appear simply moves the entire
crop frame around the image).

To set the cropped area at the same
proportions as standard photographs, click
the arrow beneath the Crop icon and

choose Proportion and a size such as 5x7
shown on the right. Finally click Apply crop
to complete the operation as shown on the
right. The cropped owl photograph is shown
on the next page.
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Basic Editing of Digital Photographs 7

The cropped image is displayed filling the entire Photo
Gallery window and this display size is controlled by the
Taskbar icon shown on the right and below.

61

11 I **,1 X IP .c?.

Clicking the above icon, (which changes after clicking) alternates
the display between the image's actual size and a size which just
fits inside the Photo Gallery window, as shown above at the top.

In this example the effect of
cropping is to reduce the size of
the image file from 4.6MB to
1.14MB. The new size also
appears in the Tag and caption
pane on the right of the screen.

Undoing Editing Changes

a IMG_071,JPG
23/08/20_ 7 58 PM

1.14 MB
2031 x 1451

If you don't like the result of an editing operation
such as cropping, click Revert to original on the
right of the Ribbon with the Edit tab selected, to
undo the changes you've just made.

- 44or

Revert to
original -
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7 Basic Editing of Digital Photographs

Removing Red Eye

The image of the owl was viewed at actual size by
clicking on the Taskbar icon as discussed on the previous
page. This produced a very much bigger image which
could be scrolled by dragging with the mouse. As shown below,
the image appeared to have a touch of "red eye".

04

Red eye is a photographic effect which
occurs when using flash photography.
Windows Live Photo Gallery has a Red
eye tool launched from an icon near the
centre of the Ribbon, with the Edit tab
selected. When you click the Red eye icon
small cross appears allowing you to draw
white frame round an affected eye. After
applying the Red eye tool, the owl's eye
changed to blue as shown in the lower image
on the right.

Auto Crop Red
adjust - - eye

a

a

You can also undo any unwanted
editing changes if you click the Undo
icon at the top left-hand corner of the screen.
However, this must be done straightaway.
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1.r i/r tw - -.... li.:oi7.4, ...:
Nose reduction

I Color -
Auto Crop Red Retouch Straighten

adjust - eye 4 Exposure -
Fine
tune

Retouch shown on the Edit tab above allows you to drag a
rectangle around an area of a photo to remove blemishes and
imperfections. A single click of the Straighten button aligns the
image horizontally, if necessary. There are also buttons on the
left-hand side of the Edit tab to rotate the image through 90
degrees left and right. These might be used say. if you had
turned your camera vertically to take a photograph.

The Noise reduction Color and Exposure shown above all
make changes automatically if you just click the icon. Noise is
unwanted coloured speckles. If you click the arrows next to
Color or Exposure, a grid showing different settings is

displayed, allowing you to experiment and select one, if it's an
improvement. The avalable settings for Exposure are shown on
the right. The Color (colour) adjustment works in a similar way.
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7 Basic Editing of Digital Photographs

Manual Editing with Fine Tune

Many users will probably find the single-click editing tools such
as Auto adjust are perfectly capable of improving their images
to a very satisfactory standard. However, if you want to polish
your images by applying each effect manually, the Windows Live
Photo Gallery has several precision tools to help you achieve the
desired effects.

Click Fine tune on the Ribbon, as shown on the right
and on the previous page. The right-hand panel on the
screen changes from displaying the Tag and caption
pane to display the following list of editing tasks.

When you click any of the four editing
tasks listed on the right, one or more
sliders appear, as shown below on the
right with 4 sliders for Adjust exposure.
Drag a slider with the mouse until you
achieve the desired effect. You
can use the undo icon shown on
the right to remove any unwanted
effects or click Revert to original on the
Ribbon as described earlier.

Fine
tune

Adjust exposure

Adjust color

Straighten photc

Adjust detail
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The Effects Group

The group of icons shown below appear on the right-hand side
of the Ribbon with the Edit tab selectea.

Ere,.

Clicking any of the above icons changes the er tire colour
scheme of the selected photo. The available effects are black
and white, sepia tone, cyan tone and orange, yellow and red
filters.

The End Result
The images below show the owl and a buzzard before and after
editing in the Windows Live Photo Gallery, using the cro and
red eye removal tools and the automatic adjustment buttons
mentioned earlier.

A Barn Owl On Its Nest

A Buzzard Landing On A Bonfire
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7 Basic Editing of Digital Photographs

Making a Copy of a Photograph
Whenever you edit a photograph in the Photo Gallery, the
changes are saved automatically. The Photo Gallery also keeps
a copy of the original photo before it was edited in a
folder called Original Images. However, you might want
to keep several versions of a photograph. This can be
done using Make a copy from the Photo Gallery Ribbon
with the Edit tab selected, as shown below.

e

a cope

Kuala Lumpur 001.1PG - Windows L ye Photo Gallery

1311 Edit Create View

14 H 4: Rotate left Rate

_A Rotate right r Flag
Previous Next Make Tag and

?( Delete a copy caption - '11 Properties

".7.

Auto
adjust

Crop

The Make a copy window opens, as shown in the extract below.

File name Kuala Lumpur 001 (2).jpg

Save as type

Hide Folders

. .
TIT eliV.tiff)
WMPHOTO (*.erdp)

You can enter a new name in the File name slot shown above,
otherwise the existing file name will be used but with a suffix
such as (2) or (3) for example.

Photographs Saved as TIFF Files

By default the new version of a file will be saved in the popular
JPEG or .jpg format but you can also use the TIFF (Tagged
Image File Format) as shown above. TIFF files are used in
applications where high quality images are required, but occupy
much more space on the hard disc drive. While a JPEG file
might have a typical file size of 3MB, the TIFF version of the
same photograph could easily be 16MB.
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8

Further Editing of
Photographs

Introduction
The previous chapter described some of the most common
photo editing tasks, aimed at improving and polishing an image.
This chapter takes a look at some of the additional editing
facilities provided by the Windows Live Photo Gallery, sucn as:

Adding Ratings Flags and Tags to photographs
displayed in the Windows Live Photo Gallery. This
makes groups of photos easy to find and display.

Adding captions to thumbnails using the Windows Live
Photo Gallery.

Resizing a picture so that it uses less disc storage space
and can be e -mailed or posted to a Web site quickly

Creating a panoramic view by stitching together two or
more images of the same scene.

Adding captions to full size photos and slide shows
using the Windows Paint program.

This chapter also includes some further discussion of image
resolution as mentioned in Chapter 2. This concerns the number
of pixels or dots in a photograph and limits the maximum size of
a print on paper. Above a certain size the actual pixels become
visible to the naked eye; this is known as pixellation. High
resolution images can be printed satisfactorily at a larger paper
size than images of lower resolution.
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8 Further Editing of Photographs

Further Editing Features
The Iterate, Manage and Organize groups of icons shown below
appear on the Photo Gallery Ribbon when you have the Edit tab
selected and you are viewing a single photograph on the full
screen. The Edit ribbon is different when viewing multiple icons
or thumbnails in the Photo Gallery.

Edit Create View

14 N
Previous Next

Iterate

4' Rotate left

Rotate right

?( Delete

Manage

Make
a copy

Rate -

f II, Flag
Tag and
caption - Properties

anize

The above Iterate arrows allow you to move through the images
in the current folder, displaying them full size one at a time.

The panel on the right-hand side of
the screen, shown here on the right,
lists any tags and captions which
have been set on a selected photo.

The Tag and caption icon shown
on the Ribbon above switches this
right-hand panel on and off.

Rate shown on the Ribbon above
allows you to attach a star rating
from 0-5 to the current image. Flag
attaches a small flag to the image
and this appears on the thumbnail
of the image. The flag is also
displayed in red in the Tag and
caption panel in the Information
section shown on the right. Flagging
a number of images enables you to
filter them out later, using the Find tab as discussed

x

Deople tags

rag someone

Lieotag

Add geotag

Caption

Add caption

Descriptive tags

Add descriptive rags

Information

Rename INIG0714JPG

Date taken: 2.3:0812010 758 PM

See 1 r.1F

Rating:

Flag P.

earlier.
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Captions

If you click Add caption shown in the Tag and caption panel at
the bottom right of the previous page, you can enter a title or a
few descriptive words such as Salmon at Norbury, shown below.
The image has also been flagged and given a 5 -star rating

Pb

River Dove saltnon.jps
10/11/2010 2:55 PM
2.28 MB
2599 x 1900

Salmon at Norbury

People tags

Add peopk tags

Geotag

Add geotag

Caption

Salmon at Norbury

Please note that the captions only appear on the thumbnails of
the photos in the Photo Gallery. They do not appear on the full
size photos, for example when displaying them in a slide show.
However, captions can easily be added to full size photographs
using Windows Paint, a program included as part of all recent
versions of Microsoft Windows and this is discussed shortly.

Captions, flags, tags and ratings can be used to search for and
display certain groups of images using the Find tab discussed
earlier. Tags are discussed in more detail in Chapter 10.

The Properties icon shown on the Ribbon on the previous page
opens the small menu shown on the right. Rename allows you to
change the file name of a photo. For example, the original name
such as IMG_0714.JPG under Information
at the bottom of the previous image could be Rate

replaced with something more meaningful, 31"4 Auto

such as Adult Barn Owl. Adjust time 4"m m" adjust -
allows 4allows you to change the time displayed Reiame

under Information shown at the bottom of 63 ftige
the previous page. Adiust time
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8 Further Editing of Photographs

Resizing an Image

An image file can be made smaller to make it quicker to e-mail or
post to a Web site. The resized image file will also take up less
space on a storage medium such as a hard disc drive.

The size of a photo here
refers to the resolution or
number of pixels in the
image. In the example on the
right, the camera was set at
14MP (megapixels) or 4288
pixels wide by 3216 pixels
high. It's a good idea to take photos at the highest resolution
setting on your camera. This is because it's easier to reduce the
number of pixels in an image than to increase them. This
resampling downwards involves discarding pixels. Resampling
upwards (inserting pixels that have been artificially created by the
software) is also possible but may not produce perfect results.

The size of a particular image can be thought of as a finite
number of pixels. This fixed number of pixels car be stretched or
squashed as different sized pictures depending on the medium,
whether it's a computer monitor, or a print on a specified size of
paper such as 5"x7" or 8"x10". Programs such as the Windows
Live Photo Gallery usually display the image to fit the program's
screen window. There is also an option to display the image at its
actual size, which may be much too large to fit on the screen.

With the required image displayed
full size in the Photo Gallery, select
Properties from the Ribbon with the
Edit tab selected, as shown on page
88. Then select Resize from the
drop -down menu as shown on the
right. The Resize window opens with a drop -down menu offering
a range of pixel widths from 1280 down to 640 and also a
Custom option, as shown on the next page.

box v.er jpg
11:072311 1 03 PM
463 MB
4288 x 3216

OLYMPUS DIC4741 CAME..

Pr. 
71. hit

Tag pnd
capbon C:DProoprtres -

- Otosple

Ptsr:t

aid% -t

Auto Crop
adjust 
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Windows Live Photo Gallery x

Resize
Select a lige: maximum glinentiona:

640

I- S00
Media: 1024
Large: 1200
Clsloni

Van ad Save Canal

After selecting a pixel width
such as 640, click Resize and
Save as shown above. The
smaller image is saved with
the new resolution (640x480)
appended to the file name.
The original full size image is
preserved on the hard disc. The original image had a file size of
4.63MB, sixteen times greater than the 285KB of the 640x480
image. The quality of the smaller image compared well with the
original image when displayed full size on the screen in the Photo
Gallery window. However, when printed on paper at A4 size, the
pixels were clearly visible in the 640x480 image.

Key Points: Image Size

boxmer (64044804g
11/07/20111:03 PM
21IS 33
640  430

OLYMPUS COSTAL CAME-

Higher resolution images make better prints at a higher
paper size than prints made from low resolution images.

Resize an image downwards by discarding pixels in a
program such as Windows Live Photo gallery.

The smaller image will be quicker to send by e-mail or
post to a Web site, and occupy less disc storage space.

Image size can also be reduced by cropping.

Keep a copy of the original, full size, unedited image.
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8 Further Editing of Photographs

Pixellation

This refers to the appearance of the small coloured squares or
pixels (picture elements) which make up an image. The following
photograph had been resized down to a resolution of 640x480
pixels. Even though this is a low resolution image, to the casual
observer the image is not obviously pixellated on the screen.

However, when a low resoiution image is
enlarged or stretched the pixellation
becomes obvious, as shown by the signet's
head on the left, after stretching the image
in the Windows Paint program. (Paint is
discussed shortly).

As a rough guide, when printing on paper at 300 pixels
per inch or 300 dots per inch:

A 3MP image has a maximum print size of 7"x5".

A 14MP image has a maximum print size of 15"x10".

(MP is short for megapixels or millions of pixels).
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Creating a Panoramic View
Sometimes a single camera shot will not do justice to a wide
landscape. The Panorama feature in the Windows Live Photo
Gallery allows you to take two or more separate photos of the
same scene and "stitch" them together to make a single image.
Ideally the separate images will cover different parts of the
landscape but will have a degree of overlap. By matching up the
common features in the overlapped area the program is able to
make a seamless join.

First select the required images in the Photo Gallery, by holding
down the Ctrl key while clicking the images. The selected
images are highlighted in blue, as shown below.

C:\UsersVirn\Pictures\Dovedale Original 3 'ter, 2 ,..4e< e

98140006-9G
14/06V2011 7.13 MA
427 MI
4281 3216

OLYMPUS CIGITAI. CAME-.

4140007. PC
14/0612011 13 MA

3.39 MI
4268 IK 3216

YMPUS DOTAL CAME.

Now click the Create tab on the Ribbon and click the Par orama
icon as shown below. The stitching process then begins.

®k6 Windows Live Photo Gallery

Edit Fond Create View

Ow

>et as Panorama Photo More Order Photo 6log Riovse

'esktop Fuse tools - prints email - post

Tools

The Stitching panorama photo window opens with a bar
indicating progress, which can take a few minutes.
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8 Further Editing of Photographs

At the end of the stitching process the Save window appears. By
default the new panoramic image takes the name of one of the
original images but with Stitch added as in P8140007
Stitch.jpg. If you prefer you can enter a different File name.

Fie o.mc

Sr." as type

Hod, F olden

PG e kir Wale4fit. *NW

Camel

The new panoramic view appears, as shown below. You may
need to use the Crop tool to trim up the edges of the new
composite image. Cropping was discussed in the last chapter.

In thumbnail view, the panoramic image (P8140007 Stitch.jpg in
the centre below) is saved alongside the thumbnails of the
original images used to make the panorama.

Pictures library
DP.O. 0110.1

11111111/111114,
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Using Windows Paint to Add Captions
Introducing Paint

As discussed earlier in this chapter, the Windows Live Photo
Gallery allows you to add captions, i.e. a few wcrds of
information about an image. However, captions added in this
way only appear on the thumbnails in the Photo Gallery and in
the Tag and caption pane on the right of the screen. These
captions do not appear on the images when they are displayed
full size in a slide show or when photos are printed on paper.
Such captions are helpful when showing other people your
photos. Fortunately all recent versions of Microsoft Windows
include the Paint drawing and painting program, launched after
clicking the Start button and selecting All Programs,
Accessories and Paint. Paint has a Ribbon containing a full
range of drawing tools including Crop, Resize, Rotate, ready
made shapes and you can draw and fill using a large palette.

WI) , c Lift owl Mpg - Pant

Horne View

'tglitesze
Poste SOH' # Rotate

f. A
I. .4

N&OD0L3v
L000004-,

<- Cg 00 0

Paint can be used to ecit photographs with the drawing and text
tools and in particular to add captions as discussed on the next
page. There is also a Save as option on the File menu which
allows you to resave photos in different formats such as GIF,
giving a small file size for images used in e -mails or on the Web.

Digressing slightly, the screenshots in this book are mace using
Paint. First the screen is copied to an area of memory known as
the Clipboard, by pressing the Print Screen (Prt Sc) key. Then
the screen image is pasted into Paint where it can be cropped
and edited. Finally the required area is selected and then copied
and pasted into the text of the book in Microsoft Publisher.

Copy and Paste icons appear on the Paint Ribbon and on a
menu when you right -click over an object on the screen.
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8 Further Editing of Photographs

Adding a Caption Using Windows Paint

Open the Windows Live Photo Gallery and righ-click over the
thumbnail for the required photograph. From the menu which
pops up select Open with and then click Paint from the next
menu. The photograph opens in Paint as shown below.

El " "" A
N
L000004 -.

n./0006A
Niee I.. 63led" Mt"' 0+ 1t ct000

a um
Mob 

sew,.7 1.1*T...
411

- II Mil
COIF 0.

Little Owl
on the

Stafforc shire Moorlands

Select the text icon A on the Paint Ribbon and
draw a suitable text box. Then select the font size
and colours for the text (Color 1) and background (Color 2) as
shown on the Ribbon below. Enter the text of the caption.

A

61
II  II III
Wet 111

2

Click the disc icon at the top left-hand corner of the screen to
save the photo together with the new caption. The caption will
now appear when the photo appears full size and in slide shows.
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9

Printing and Sharing
Photographs

Introduction
When you've finished polishing and editing your photos, you'll
probably want to show them to other people. With computers
and digital photography there are numerous ways to share your
pictures. Some of these methods were just not possible in the
era of the film -based camera. A few of the most popular ways of
sharing digital photographs are as follows:

Making your own prints at home to show to friends and
relatives, using an inkjet or laser printer and special high
quality photo paper.

Taking your memory card or other media containing
your photographs to make prints at one ot' the High
Street photo printing services.

Using an online printing service to make prints anc also
incorporate you- D hoto s into calendars and mugs, etc.
These will usually be delivered by traditional post.

Including your photographs with e -mails to friends and
family wherever they are in the world.

Posting photos :o a social networking Web s to such as
Facebook or a D h oto-s hari ng Web site like Flickr. Then
your photos can be viewed by anyone who has your
permission and a connection to the World Wide Web.

Illustrating a talk to a club or society by presenting your
photographs in a slide show using a projector attached
to a laptop computer.
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9 Printing and Sharing Photographs

Printing a Photograph
Unless you're just making a quick draft print, use special photo
quality paper in the printer. This is available from many High
Street stores although it can be expensive so it's worth shopping
around. Open the required photograph in the Windows Live
Photo Gallery and display the drop -down File menu by
clicking the icon shown on the right, located in the top
left-hand corner of the screen. Then click the Print
option in the File menu in the left-hand panel as shown below.

CI

k Woodpeckersog  WindowsUM

Order pools

115: Pm

setl, Duos

.11 Noperhes

SCiten sever settongs

Qptions

0 About Photo Gallery

s.,WC horse r
le Color 

id RISOUth Stromplin
0 bposure

-ctiustwents

Clicking Order prints... shown above takes you directly to a list
of available online photo printing companies. Online printing
services are discussed shortly.

Click Print as shown in the centre panel above to open the Print
Pictures window shown on the next page. This has drop -down
menus enabling you to select a different printer, (if available), and
to set the paper size and type of paper compatible with what is
actually in your printer. There is also an option to set the print
quality ranging from Fast Draft, through Normal, Best to
Maximum dpi.
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Printing and Sharing Photographs 9

As can be seen in the panel on the right above, you can choose
the number of photos per page. If you have several pictures
selected in a group or folder in the Windows Live Photo Gallery or
the Windows Explorer (discussed
in detail in Chapter 10) they will
all be printed in sequence in

whatever layout you have chosen,
such as two or four per page (as
shown in the print preview panel
on the right). You can select
multiple copies of each picture.
There is also an Options link

which allows you to alter many of
the settings on-your-printer such
as fast and economical printing.
Finally click the Print button to
start the printing process.

4c,

ofolhaft

1 of 2 pages
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9 Printing and Sharing Photographs

Photo Printing Services
There are many large photo printing companies who can
reproduce your digital photographs very quickly to a high
standard. If you're printing lots of photos it can be very slow on a
cheap inkjet printer at home. A typical price fo- a 7"x 5" print
might be 10p but may be nearer 5p for larger numbers of prints.

High Street Printing

Enter something like photo printing stores into a search
program like Google or Bing and you will find numerous
companies such as Jessops and Boots with a High Street
presence and stores across the UK.

Photo Prints Offers - 7x5 - Print for the Price of 6x4
jessops comiPhoto-Prints-Offers - jessops corn is rated ****1 1,375 reviews

Free Delivery to Store. Ends 24Aug.
7x5 Prints on Price of 6x4 - Buy 1 Get 1 Half Price Photobooks - 30% Off Calendars

Boots Photo Prints I Bootsphoto corn
,,O Free Prints

50 Free Prints when you Join Boots Photo 8 earn advantage card points

Then select Store Locator to find a branch near where you live.
Some stores may do the printing for you while you wait and
others, such as Max Spielmann, for example, have self-service
machines into which you insert the camera's memory card
containing your images. Touch screen technology allows you to
select which photos to print. Alternatively, if you've transferred
your images and edited them on your computer, you might copy
them onto a CD, DVD or flash drive (also known as a memory
stick). The photo print store will be able to print photos from these
alternative storage media instead of the camera's -nemory card.

Images on a mobile phone may also be printed either from the
phone's memory card or using Bluetooth, a type of short range
wireless technology available on some mobile phones.

Some standalone, self-service printing machines are available in
public areas such as shopping precincts, providing instant prints.
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Online Printing Services

Companies offering onl ne printing of photographs provide the
necessary free software for you to select the required
photographs and upload them to the Internet for printing at the
company's premises.

The finished prints are normally posted back to you within a few
days. Jessops offer a service in which you can order prints online
but collect them from your nearest Jessops' store, instead of
having them posted to your home address. This might save up to
£15 in postage.

Some companies, such as Vistaprint, allow you to upload your
photos and have them printed on items such as calendars,
mouse mats, mugs and greetings cards. An extract from a
calendar we produced from photographs we uploaded to the
Vistaprint Web site (www.vistaprint.co.uk) is shown below.

# id II la II 11 I T. I rr TV TV IT ri 7 rt CI rt tzzitsi
.- t1.2-1-rl'T:TXXX
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9 Printing and Sharing Photographs

Sending Photographs With an E-mail
You can send your photos in a special photo e-mail or as
attachments i.e. files added or "clipped" to an e-mail message.

Sending a Photo E-mail

To send a photo e-mail you need to have the Windows Live Mail
program on your computer. This free software is part of Windows
Live Essentials and downloaded in the same way as Windows
Live Photo Gallery, as described on page 10.

Open the Photo Gallery as previously describec or by clicking
Start. All Programs and Windows Live Photo Gallery. Select
and highlight the photographs you want to send by clicking with
the mouse while simultaneously holding down the Ctrl key.

Text Slide
search show -

diA
4WI
SkyDnve f

You

1 .r

17-

Photo Sign
email- in

Send photo email

Send photos as attachments

SkyDrive Photo Hosting

With the Home tab selected in the
Photo Gallery, click the small arrow
next to Photo email and select Send
photo email. as shown above. The
Windows Live Mail program opens as
shown on the right, with your
photographs already inserted on the
page. Enter the text of the message
and the address of the recipient and click the Send button.

Mill Enter album name
here

111111

In a
Photo email the images are sent to SkyDrive, an online
Microsoft file hosting service. The recipient of a Photo email can
view a slide show of the photos or download them to their
computer. They do not need to be sent a link or the permission
normally required to access someone's SkyDrive files.
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Sending Photographs as E-mail Attachments
With the photographs selected in the Photo Gallery as previously
described, click Send photos as attachments from the drop -
down Photo email menu as

I Mal
shown on the previous page.

Preponng firs

The window shown on the photo

right appears, allowing you to
reduce your images to a size
suitable for e -mailing as

attachments. The Medium
setting shown on the right
should be okay for most purposes. When you click Attach, as
shown above, your default e-mail program opens with the photos
already attached as shown by the three Rome photo files below.

Med..: 1024

Total oparaoled soe: 92110

Attach

e

I ! 4 o Nor Unicode (UTF-11)

Message Men °ratans

CAWS 11 - ar

I I IIeLx.x A "ERSE
Capboarl

To. -

send staler

IP Rome 001.1 (1111 KB)

 Rome 003.jpg (Q.1 KB)

Korn COS.jpg (El KB)
C hernia to photo Aston

- terytntne

booth on -
Ann Attach Photo
teat role Anon 1; Om. -

Enter the recipient's details and the e-mail text, then click Send.
The recipient can click options to view the photos as a slide show
or download them and save them as files on their computer.
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Posting Photographs to a Web Site
The Windows Live Photo Gallery makes it easy for you to upload
photos to various Web sites so that other people can view them
wherever they are in the world. Icons for some of the main photo
sharing Web sites appear on the Photo Gallery Ribbon, as
shown below in the Share group with the Home tab selected.

SkyDrive is Microsoft's own file storage site on the Internet
somewhere in the "clouds'', enabling you to upload and share
thousands of files, including photos. The photos can be viewed
by your friends via e -mails or by links set up in SkyDrive and
sent to social networks such as Facebook.

Facebook is the world's largest social network wits over
750 million users. You can control who sees your
photos, news and personal information in Facebook.

YouTube shown above on the Photo Gallery Ribbon is a site for
uploading videos and sharing them with other people.

The icon shown on the right and on the Ribbon above
represents Flickr, a Web site primarily dedicated to the
management and sharing of photographs.

The following is a general method for uploading photos:

f

In the Photo Gallery, select the photos to be uploaded.

On the Home tab Share group, select the required
service such as Facebook. Follow the instructions on
the screen to upload the images.

This topic is covered in more detail in my book
Facebook for the Older Generation (BF 723) from
Bernard Babani (publishing) Ltd.
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Managing Photos in
Windows Explorer

Introduction
The Windows Explorer is the main file handling program within
the Microsoft Windows operating system. The Windows Explorer
is used frequently, so its icon (shown on the right) is
permanently pinned to the Taskbar at the bottom of the
screen. The Windows Explorer is not to be confused
with the Internet Explorer, the Web browser launched
by clicking the icon shown on the right. Both icons are
also shown below pinred to the Windows Taskbar.

The Windows Explore- has many useful functions, such as:

Showing the available resources on your computer
including the hard disc drive, CD/DVD drive and any
removable storage devices attached such as a camera.

Displaying the various libraries and folders containing
files of different types including digital photographs.

Displaying files as icons in a range of sizes and Giving
details and properties of files, including photographs.

Creating hierarchies of folders ano sub -folders enabling
photo files to be organised in a meaningful structure.

Carrying out file management tasks such as copying,
moving, renaming and deleting files and folders.

Searching for photos stored on your computer including
the use of tags to identify particular groups of images.

Making backup copies of photos onto a CD for security.
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The Windows Explorer
Earlier chapters showed how the Windows Live Photo Gallery
makes it simple to import photos into your computer then
organise and edit them. Whereas the Photo Gallery is dedicated
to working with photographs, the Windows Explorer is capable of
managing all types of file such as text documents, in addition to
photographs. A good knowledge of the Windows Explorer is
essential for managing your computer's saved files and folders
efficiently, including your libraries of photographs.

The Windows Explorer is launched by clicking the
Taskbar icon shown on the right. Then click Computer
shown in the left-hand panel. Alternatively click the Start
button and select Computer from the Start menu. (In
Windows XP select My Computer from the Start menu.)

0  Mr Computer

[Ile Edit Derr loch 8elp

Organ re System properties Uninstali or change a program Map network dyne ii

iavwAes

Recently Changed

public

Desktop

Downloads

Resent Plates

Recorded IV

lobranes

 -111 Computer

loser Disk IC.)

Removable Disk (V)

 Hard Disk Drives (1)

Local Dist (C)
tipMEER

91 7 GB fret of 149 GB

 Devices with Removable Storage (3)

Id Floppy Chsk Dore (Al)ihe

Removable Disk (E)

.1111110/ 159 G B free cf lib GB

DVD Rh Dn. e .0

Local Disk (C:) above is the main fixed hard disc drive inside the
computer, used for storing all your programs and data, such as
photographs. Floppy Disk Drive (A:) is virtually obsolete as this
medium has been replaced by CDs/DVDs and flash drives. The
drive labelled DVD RW Drive (D:) can save photos on both CDs
and DVDs and is useful for making secure backup copies of
important photographs, as discussed shortly.
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Displaying a Memory 'Card in the Windows Explorer

When you connect your camera's memory card to a computer as
described in Chapter 3. it shows up as another disc drive. In this
example, the memory card has
been connected using a card
reader and has been labelled
automatically as Removable
Disk (F:). The Windows Explorer also shows that there is 1.59
GB of free space available for more photos on the memory card.

After you connect a storage device
like the camera's memory card, it is

also listed in the left-hand panel of the
Windows Explorer, shown here under
Computer as Remova ole Disk (F:).

Examining the Photos on the Memory Card

Double-click the camera card, Removable Disk (F:) in this
example, then double-click the folders on the card until you find
the images you want. As shown below, the images of Rome were
in the main folder DCIM and sub -folder 1000LYMP, as created
by the digital camera.

Removable Disk (F:)

`411110/ 139 GB free of 1.86 GB

: Computer

ta Local Disk (C)

Removable Disk (F:)

J.!  Computer  Reenovsbk D.. 1 ',TIN

i:MP

Orton= Shore +Mt Bum

Removable DM al

. DO

J. DOM

MSC

PAI10067JPG PA11100ii.WG

The full path name through the folders on the memory card,
Removable Disk (F:), s therefore:

1 0 Computer 0 Remcvable Disk (F:) DCIM 1000LYMP
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Transferring Photos Using the Windows Explorer
This section shows how you can copy photographs direct from
your camera's memory card to your computer's hard disc drive.
This is an alternative method to those described in Chapter 4.
which import your photos automatically to the Pictures Library.

Shortly the creation of your own hierarchy of folders is discussed.
The following method uses the simple Windows Copy and Paste
commands to transfer your photos to a folder of your choice on
the hard disc. Creating your own folders is discussed shortly.

Selecting the Images

Display the folder containing the images in the Windows Explorer
as just described. If necessary select View from the menu bar
and choose a suitable size for the images such as Large icons.
Then select the photos you want to copy by keeping the Ctrl key
held down while clicking the required images. The images to be
copied should appear highlighted against a blue background.

File tdd Vre.. loch Help

Organize  Open Print Burn New folder

Remo,. able Disk (F:)

DB

DCIN

M6C
PA1110001 JPG PA180002JPG PA1110005JPG

Copying the Images to the Clipboard

Now right -click over any one of the highlighted images and select
(using a left -click this time) the Copy option from the menu which
pops up. Alternatively select Edit from the menu bar and click
Copy from the drop -down menu. This copies the photos to a
temporary memory storage area known as the clipboard. The
Cut command on the two previously mentioned menus would
place copies of the images on the clipboard but would remove
them from the original source, i.e. the memory card.
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Pasting the Photos to a Folder on the Hard Disc Drive

With the images copied to the clipboard, they can now be pasted
to any folder on the hard disc drive (C:). In the example below the
destination folder Holiday 2011 has been selected by a single
click in the left-hand panel of the Windows Explorer under Local
Disk (C:). Now right -click over this destination folder and select
Paste from the menu which pops up. Alternatively click Edit on
the menu bar and select Paste from the drop -down menu. The
photos now appear in :he destination folder Holiday 2011 as
shown below.

v Computer Lacal Disk (C) Holiday 2011

File Fdit View Tools Help

01g/fuze Include in hbrer Share with Slice show Burn He,. folder

Holiday 2011

. Photo,

Kuala Lumpur Photos

Mand old Show 2009 PA180001JPG PA1110005JPG PAlbX011-IPG

Now the photographs can be managed in the Windows Explorer
as discussed shortly.

Creating Your Own Folders

If you want to make your own system of folders, select the drive
such as the (C:) drive. Then click New folder from the menu bar
shown below.

File Edit View Tools Help

Organize Include in library Share with New folder

Next type the name of the folder in the slot,
replacing the words New folder. The new
folder will then be listed in the left-hand panel
of the Windows Explorer under the (C:) drive.
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Creating a Hierarchy of Folders and Sub -folders
You can create a sub -folder within an existing folder by first
selecting the existing folder in the Windows Explorer. Then select
New folder from the menu bar as described on the previous
page. Then enter the name of the sub -folder. This process can
continue, creating sub -folders within sub -folders until you have a
tree or hierarchical structure of folders and sub -folders. In the
example below, a folder called Holidays has been created on the
(C:) drive. Then a sub -folder France was created within
Holidays and then a sub -folder Nice within France.

4g-
-.010100 ar11111111111111.11111011

0 Computer o HP PAVILION (C:) 0 Holidays o France 0 Nice

File Edit View Took Help

Organize Include in library Share with Slide show Burn New folder

Holidays

France

Cannes

Marseille

Nice P1030038JPG P1030061 JPG

Dragging and Dropping Files Such As Photos
You can use drag and drop with the mouse to move or copy files
such as photos from one folder to another. Select the required
images in the Windows Explorer then hover over one of them
and, keeping the left mouse button held down, drag the images
and drop them into the destination folder by releasing the mouse
button. If the images are dragged to a folder on the same disc
drive, they are moved. If the images are dragged to a folder on a
different disc drive they are copied, leaving the original images in
place. If you drag with the right button
held down, on releasing the mouse
button, a menu appears allowing you to
select either Copy here or Move here.
This method can be used to import
photos from your camera's memory card
to your hard disc drive or (C:) drive.

Copy here

Move here

Create shortcuts here

Cancel
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Useful Tasks
Click View in the Windows Explorer and choose from a range of
sizes for the icons or thumbnails. Select Details tc disp ay the
photo files with the information shown below. Click the title at the
top of a column to sort them into a particu ar order such as date.

Date

P1030035 JP G 22106/2011402 AM

P1030061 JPG

Size

JPIE6 Image 3,427 

23/06/2011 11:15 AM 1:78

When you right -click aver the
thumbnail or name of a photo file
in the Windows Expro-er, the
menu shown on the right
appears, containing many useful
options. For example, Print
opens the Print Pictures
window as shown on page 99.
Edit opens the photograph in

the Windows Paint program
discussed earlier. Open with
offers a choice of several
progams to open the photograph
in, such as Windows Live Photo
Gallery and the Windows Photo
Viewer. Send to copies the
image to a range of des*.inations
such as e-mail. CD/DVD, and
any removable discs. Cut and
Copy are discussed on page
108. Delete removes the photo
and places it in the Recycle

oPen

Preview

Set as desktop background

Edit

Pnrr

Rotate clockwise

Rotate counterclockwise

I. Scan for viruses

Open with

Restore previous versions

Send to

Cut

Copy

Create shortcut

Delete

Ren3me

Properties

Bin. Rename allows you to
overwrite the file name from the camera, such as P1030038.JPG
and replace it with a more meaningful name. Properties °splays
extensive details about a photograph.

Double-click an icon in the Windows Explorer to open a
photograph in its default program, as discussed on page 55.
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Making Secure Backup Copies of Photographs
Precious photos stored on a hard disc drive can be accidentally
deleted or lost, e.g. when a laptop is stolen. A safe way to make
backup copies is to "burn" them onto a CD -R or DVD-R disc.

Copying Photos to a CD -R or DVD-R

Select the required photos in the Windows Explorer as
previously described, holding down the Ctrl key while
clicking with the mouse to select multiple photos.

Select Burn from the Windows Explorer menu bar.

When requested insert a writeable CD/DVD in the drive.

Click Next and then select With a CD/DVD player.

Click Next and select Burn to Disc from the menu bar.

The blank disc is then prepared and the photographs are copied
as shown below in the Burn to Disc window.

i=m4' Bum to Disc

Please wait...

Burrirg the data files to the dom...

Estimated toe left: 30 seconds

Cancel 1

At the end of the process you are given the chance to copy the
same photos to another CD/DVD or to click Finish. It's a good
idea to label the CDs or DVDs and keep them in a safe place.
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Tagged Images
A tag can be just a name added to certain photographs with
something in common. For example, when photographs of
Rome were imported, they were tagged as shown on page 38.
To find those pictures amongst the many thousands
on the hard disc drive (C:), open the Windows
Explorer using the icon on the Task bar shown on the
right. Click the (C:) drive
then type the tag name into
the Search bar at the top
right of the Windows Rome

Explorer screen. Or select Riding

the tag if it already appears *.jpg

in the drop -down menu
when you click the Search bar. After selecting or entering Rome
all the pictures tagged Rome are displayed. In this example, 68
photos were found and displayed instantly out of 2051 images
on the hard disc drive.

.T II

0

FT! I Rome

Rome 061JPG Rome 060JPG Rome 056JPG

In the drop -down menu above, selecting *.jpg, will find and
display all of the photos on your hard disc which have the
popular .jpg file name extension (also known as the JPEG file
type) used by most digital cameras.
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Adding a Tag

Open the Windows Explorer by clicking the Taskbar
icon shown on the right. Open the folder containirg the
photos you want to tag, such as the Pictures Library
or a folder you have created on the hard disc drive. Use a single
click to select the icon or thumbnail for the photo to be tagged.
The selected photograph should now appear against a blue
background. To select multiple photos, hold down the Ctrl key
while continuing to click (single click) the photos to be tagged.

At the bottom of the screen you should see the Details pane
giving information about the selected image(s). If you can't see
the Details pane, in the Windows Explorer, select Organize from
the menu bar, then click Layout and then Details pane.

011111

01010606 0,
10,1.:K4

ien8
.30 10.

LOO sutnc,

Type in the name of the tag, such as Our cat Bop replacing the
words Add a tag, as shown above and below.

Date taken: 13/01/2010 5:05 PM Rating:

Tags: jAdd a tag Dimensions: 3072 x 2304

Click Save on the right-hand side and the tag can now be used in
the Search bar of the Windows Explorer and in the Find tab in
the Photo Gallery to quickly find the tagged images from all those
on your hard disc. As shown above, you can also give an image
a star Rating, to be used in filtering out your best or worst
images using the Find tab in the Windows Live Photo Gallery.
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Appendix: Notes for Users of Windows XP
This book was produced using a PC computer runn ng the
Windows 7 operating system. It is recognised that many people
are still using the earlier versions of the operating system,
namely Windows Vista and Windows XP.

The material in this book should be completely compatible with
machines running Windows Vista. The general methods in this
book are also compatible in principle with Windows XP but there
are some differences in details such as screen
layouts. For example, Windows XP uses the
rectangular Start button shown on the right

compared with the spherical button in Windows 7.

In Windows XP the Windows Explorer program used for
managing files including photos is launched from the
Start menu while in Windows 7 there is also an icon,
shown on the right, permanently pinned to the Taskbar.
Like Windows 7, the Windows Explorer in Windows XP
has all the options for copying, pasting, deleting and renaming
photos as described in this book. There are also options to send
photos with e -mails, copy to a CD or publish to the Web.

In addition Window XP uses slightly different versions of the
Windows Paint and Photo Gallery programs described in this
book. Whereas Windows 7 uses the latest tabbed Ribbon in the
Paint program, Windows XP uses the more traditional menu with
File, Edit and View, e:c , as shown below.

, start
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Windows Live Photo Gallery for Windows XP

The Photo Gallery is referred to throughout the text: Windows 7
and Vista use the same version of the Photo Gallery but
Windows XP uses a slightly different editior. Bcth versions can
be downloaded from the Web site http://explore.live.com as
described on page 10 of this book. Howeve-, users of Windows
XP should click Essentials. Photo Gallery. Learn about Photo
Gallery for Windows XP before following the instructions to
download the version of the software for their machine.

The general procedures for importing photos to tl-e Photo Gallery
in Windows XP are the same as described in this book. The
Photo Gallery in XP uses a menu bar conta ning File, Fix, Info,
etc., as shown below, rather than the Ribbon in the Windows 7
version. There is an Auto adjust button to improve images with
a single click and further options to manually edit photos. correct
exposure, straighten, crop and fix red eye, as shown below.

A P1010201b.% Lon Photo 484y

0 Owl tO{OW/ Ho [.d wee . floe . 516

'4 I eJ e

"V Sao 4.1.0

Adm, ,conre

Must coin

seeryton

111 Crop photo

Oder cktai

 ft, red ere

;" Mod. end .I,te affees

The Windows XP Photo Gallery also has options to publish
photos on the Web, e-mail, print and display in a slide show.
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Especially written for the Over 50s

BP 729

Computing and Digital Photographyr for the Older Generation
Nowadays very little skill is needed to produce amazing photographs using a

simple 'Point & Click' digital camera and a laptop or desk top computer. This
book will explain all you need to know and has been especially written for the

r: over 50s in plain English avoiding technical jargon wherever possible. It is also

relevant to younger people who may just wish to improve their skills.

You will become familiar with how to:

Understand and use a simple 'Point & Click' digital camera and transfer the
photos to your computer.

Download and install Windows Live Photo Gallery free software. if it is not

already installed on your computer.

Use Windows Live Photo Gallery to import and view your photos and. if

necessary. remove 'red eye' effects. crop, resize and enhance your
images with just a click of the mouse.

Scan old photos so they may be enhanced. edited and stored in your
computer.

Print high quality photos at home or use one of the High Street or On Line

services.

Share photos with family and friends all over the world.

Store and organise photos in your own folder system so that they may be
easily found.

Keep your treasured photos safe by copying them to CD/DVDs.

And much more besides...

This book is written for a computer running Windows 7. but if your machine
has XP or Vista installed you should have no difficulty in following the text.

COLOUR

9 780859 347297
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ISBN 978-0-85934-729-7
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